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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Impacts of Model Specification on

Statistical Power and Type I Error Rate

in Moderated Mediation Analysis

by

Jessica Louise Fossum

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

University of California, Los Angeles, 2023

Professor Amanda K. Montoya, Chair

Moderated mediation models are used commonly in psychological research and other aca-

demic fields to model how and when effects occur. Researchers must choose which paths

from the mediation model are moderated when specifying this type of model. This disser-

tation examines how model specification impacts statistical power and type I error rate for

the index of moderated mediation. In a meta-analytic review, we found that six model spec-

ifications account for 85% of published moderated mediation analyses, so this dissertation

focuses on those six models. When considering power and type I error rate, two attributes

matter: the data analysis model, and the data generating process (DGP). In reference to

the DGP, the data analysis model can either be correctly specified, over-specified, under-

specified, or completely misspecified. A Monte Carlo simulation study was run to examine

the impacts of model specification on power and type I error rate, and results were analyzed

using multi-level logistic regression along with figures and tables. Over-specified models had

lower statistical power to detect a significant index of moderated mediation compared to

correctly specified models. Under-specified models had slightly higher power when modera-
ii



tion on the direct effect was omitted, but otherwise, under-specified models had much lower

power than correctly specified models. Parameter bias was also unacceptably high for most

under-specified models. Completely misspecified models generally still had acceptable type

I error rates, with a notable exception of inflated type I error rates where moderation was

omitted from the direct effect. Overall, while many published moderated mediation models

may not have large enough sample sizes for adequate statistical power, over-specifying or

under-specifying models can lead to lower statistical power as well, while complete model

misspecification risks an inflated type I error rate.
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Impacts of Model Specification on Statistical Power and Type I Error Rate in

Moderated Mediation Analysis

Psychological researchers are often interested in explaining when and how effects occur,

such as how discrimination affects internalizing feelings of racism through peer victimization,

and whether that relationship is different based on age (Ramos et al., 2021). Mediation

analysis provides a way of examining effects that occur through a mediator variable, such as

peer victimization, and moderation analysis provides a way of examining effects that differ

based on the level of the moderator variable, such as age (Baron & Kenny, 1986). These

can be used together in the same model in a moderated mediation analysis, exploring both

how and when effects occur. In moderated mediation, variables in the mediation model

are allowed to interact with a moderator variable. Moderated mediation analyses are used

widely, with WebofScience counting 3,815 published articles in 2022, 3,449 in 2021, and

2,602 in 2020. There are many decisions researchers must make when planning a moderated

mediation analysis, all of which should be made before analyzing the data (Gelman & Loken,

2013).

Two important decisions researchers must make before doing a moderated mediation

analysis are how large of a sample to collect and which paths are moderated. These decisions

may impact statistical power, which is the likelihood of detecting an effect if there is an effect

in the population (Neyman & Pearson, 1993). Planning for adequate statistical power is an

important part of study design for reliably finding effects, including moderated mediation.

Many factors have been shown in simulation studies to affect statistical power, including

effect size and sample size (J. Cohen, 1988), dichotomous vs. continuous predictor variables

(McClelland & Judd, 1993), and model specification (Dupont & Plummer, 1998). Since

statistical power is dependent on sample size, the goal in sample size planning is to find

the optimal balance between having as many participants as possible yet does not waste

research resources unnecessarily. Power for mediation analysis specifically has been studied

in the recent literature, with the conclusion that these analyses tend to be underpowered in
1



psychology research (Fairchild & McDaniel, 2017; Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007; Götz, O’Boyle,

Gonzalez-Mulé, Banks, & Bollmann, 2021).

Work by Götz et al. (2021) investigated the potential bias towards publishing only sta-

tistically significant mediation analyses by examining 2,569 tests of mediation in published

psychology literature. They recorded how many confidence intervals of the mediated effect

lie in the Goldilocks Zone, where just the right point estimate and confidence interval width

come together to form a significant result questionably close to zero. While finding a sig-

nificant effect that truly exists that close to zero can and does happen, too many results in

this zone can be indicative of questionable research practices (QRPs). According to John,

Loewenstein, and Prelec (2012): “QRPs are the steroids of scientific competition, artificially

enhancing performance and producing a kind of arms race in which researchers who strictly

play by the rules are at a competitive disadvantage.” Possible examples include dropping

hypotheses due to a lack of support or even running many models and selectively reporting

the results, then aligning hypotheses after the fact accordingly (Götz et al., 2021). Report-

ing only the statistically significant effects is also a QRP (Fiedler & Schwarz, 2016), though

often it is done unintentionally (Gelman & Loken, 2013). These issues are not limited to

mediation analysis but are also relevant for moderation analysis. In addition, effect sizes for

interactions have been found to be very small in published literature (Aguinis, Beaty, Boik,

& Pierce, 2005; Vize, Sharpe, Miller, Lynam, & Soto, 2022; Vize et al., 2023), compounding

the problem and potentially making the more complicated test of moderated mediation even

more underpowered compared to mediation.

Underpowered mediation and moderated mediation analyses are particularly concerning

because most published mediation models are significant, even without adequate statistical

power (Schoemann, Boulton, & Short, 2017). This is concerning in terms of type I errors,

which happen when a test has a significant result but there is truly no effect in the population.

It is suspected that published mediation analyses, and by extension moderated mediation

analyses, have higher than average type I error rates in the published literature, given this

2



large proportion of positive results found by Götz et al. (2021). The 161 tests of moderated

mediation included in the Götz et al. (2021) study had a relative proximity of 74% compared

to 68% for the 1,372 tests of mediation, meaning the confidence intervals around the indices of

moderated mediation tended to be very close to zero. Very little additional research beyond

the work done by Götz et al. (2021) has been done to extend these findings to moderated

mediation analyses, which are more complex than mediation. The goal of this research is

to explore how factors including sample size and model specification affect statistical power,

type I error rate, and parameter estimation accuracy in moderated mediation models.

Chapter 1 introduces mediation, moderation, and moderated mediation, with specific

attention paid to sample size planning and factors affecting statistical power and type I error

rate. Chapter 2 describes a meta-analytic review exploring current practices in published

moderated mediation literature for sample sizes used and how those current practices inform

the following simulation study. Chapter 3 presents an applied example of a moderated

mediation model using real data, showing how statistical power can be affected by over-

specifying a model. Chapter 4 then describes the method and results from this simulation

study looking at how various factors impact statistical power and type I error rate in six

commonly used moderated mediation models. This dissertation concludes with a general

discussion in Chapter 5 including overall conclusions about statistical power and type I error

for moderated mediation, implications for researchers, limitations, and future directions.

3



1 Introduction

This introduction chapter explores sample size planning and factors affecting power and

type I error rate in mediation and moderation analyses. I begin with an introduction of

mediation analysis, then an introduction of moderation analysis, and finally an introduction

of moderated mediation analysis. All three include equations, path diagrams, estimation,

and inference. I also discuss factors that affect power, type I error rate, and discuss sample

size planning. I then conclude the chapter by discussing the emerging literature related to

sample size planning strategies for moderated mediation models.

1.1 Mediation Analysis

Mediation analysis uses a system of equations to model how a focal predictor variable (X)

affects an outcome variable (Y ) through a mediator variable (M). Mediation is inherently

causal, so researchers must pick the order of variables in their analysis under the assumption

that there are no confounding variables not accounted for in the model (Pearl, 2001). For

the purposes of this study, the causal order of the variables in a model is assumed to be

correctly specified and all additional assumptions are met (Rubin, 2005; Pearl, 1995).

There are three regression equations used to define a mediation model. Below, Equa-

tion 1.1 shows X predicting Y without the mediator present, then Equation 1.2 and Equa-

tion 1.3 are used in mediation to predict M and Y, respectively.

Yi = c0 + cXi + εYi
(1.1)

Mi = a0 + aXi + εMi
(1.2)

Yi = c′0 + c′Xi + bMi + εY ′
i

(1.3)

In each equation, Xi, Mi, and Yi represent an individual i’s score on the focal predictor

variable, mediator, and the outcome, respectively. Equation 1.1 shows the total effect (c),

4



with the regression coefficient for X predicting Y, and the intercept is c′0 and residual error

εY ′
i
. This is represented visually at the top of Figure 1.1. Equations 1.2 and 1.3 predict

M and Y, respectively. In Equation 1.2, the regression coefficient for X predicting M is a,

with intercept a0 and residual error εMi
. In Equation 1.3, the regression coefficient for X

predicting Y controlling for M is c′ (called the direct effect), and the regression coefficient

for M predicting Y controlling for X is b, with intercept c′0 and residual error εY ′
i
(see bottom

of Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Path diagram for Simple Mediation.

The total effect, direct effect, and indirect effect of X on Y through M can be estimated

using ordinary least squares regression. The indirect effect is what is tested in mediation

analysis, since it describes the effect of X on Y through the mediator. The estimate for X

predicting M from Equation 1.2 (â) and M predicting Y controlling for X (b̂) are multiplied

together to form the indirect effect (âb). The indirect effect is how much Y changes as a

5



result of the X variable manipulation through M, assuming the causal order of variables is

correctly specified and that there are no omitted confounders (Pearl, 1995). Since the indirect

effect is the product of two normally distributed coefficients, the sampling distribution of

the indirect effect is not normally distributed (Lomnicki, 1967).

1.1.1 Inference for Mediation

While all the individual paths in mediation analysis are regression coefficients, the indirect

effect is not so simple. The indirect effect is the product of two regression coefficients, so

several methods have been created or adapted for making inferences about the indirect effect.

Some methods, such as bootstrapping, produce confidence intervals around the indirect

effect.

There are a few commonly used methods for testing the statistical significance of the in-

direct effect. The preferred method is the percentile bootstrap confidence interval (Preacher

& Hayes, 2004, 2008; Shrout & Bolger, 2002), which uses bootstrapping as a resampling

method to generate a distribution of indirect effect estimates (Bollen & Stine, 1990). For

this method, bootstrapping is done thousands of times, each time recording the indirect

effect from the resampled data. Constructing a confidence interval then involves arranging

the bootstrapped indirect effect estimates in ascending order. Using the percentile bootstrap

method, the limits of the confidence interval are established based on the chosen significance

level, denoted as α. For example, with α = .05, the values falling below the 2.5th percentile

and above the 97.5th percentile are excluded from the interval. If the interval does not

encompass zero, it indicates a statistically significant indirect effect at α = .05.

One of the main reasons the percentile bootstrap confidence interval is the preferred

inferential method for mediation analysis is that it has been shown to perform better than

other methods which assume the indirect effect is normally distributed (Williams & MacKin-

non, 2008; MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams, 2004; Biesanz, Falk, & Savalei, 2010). The

bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval (Stine, 1989) was once a popular method for

6



inference on the indirect effect but has fallen from favor due to its inflated type I error rate

(Chen & Fritz, 2021; Tibbe & Montoya, 2022).

Historically, the indirect effect was tested using the causal steps approach (Baron &

Kenny, 1986). For this method, the null hypotheses for three effects must be rejected.

First, there must be a statistically significant effect of X on Y (c). Next, there must be a

statistically significant effect of X on M (a). Finally, there must be a statistically significant

effect of M on Y, controlling for X (b). If, and only if, all three significant effects are found,

then mediation can be claimed. This approach has been criticized because it requires the

total effect (X on Y ) to be statistically significant to claim mediation (Kenny, Kashy, &

Bolger, 1998). This is not a valid criterion because it is still possible for M to be causally

between X and Y even if X and Y are not associated (Hayes, 2018b). In other words, the

size of the c path does not constrain either the a or b path involved in the indirect effect.

Addressing this criticism, the joint significance test drops the requirement for a significant

total effect to claim mediation and also does not require the direct effect to be significant.

Using the joint significance test, only two separate significant paths are required: the effect

of X on M and the effect of M on Y (Kenny et al., 1998). This avoids the risk of missing a

mediated effect due to the significant total effect requirement.

Other methods for conducting inference on the indirect effect exist, including the Sobel

test, Monte Carlo confidence interval, and two bootstrapping methods. The Sobel test

uses equations provided in Sobel (1982) to calculate standard errors but relies heavily on

the assumption that the indirect effect is normally distributed. Other distribution of the

product methods exist as well (MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002).

The Monte Carlo confidence interval uses sample estimates for a and b to create separate

sampling distributions for each based on normal distributions, then combine them to create

an estimated sampling distribution for âb where the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles (when α =

.05) form a CI (Selig & Preacher, 2008). Like the percentile bootstrap confidence interval,

if the interval does not contain zero, it indicates a statistically significant indirect effect

7



at α = .05. Though for a time the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval was the

default method in the commonly used tool for mediation analysis, the PROCESS macro

(Hayes, 2022), it now uses the percentile bootstrap confidence interval. In a small review

of published mediation studies, PROCESS was used in over 77% of the regression-based

analyses (Rasoolimanesh, Wang, Roldán, & Kunasekaran, 2021). The percentile bootstrap

confidence interval is used in this dissertation simulation study because of its popularity and

because it has been shown to perform well in simulation studies.

1.1.2 Sample Size Planning for Mediation

There are several tools available for power analysis and sample size planning for mediation.

Statistical power for mediation depends on the desired α level, an effect size measure from

either the standardized a path and b path (and possibly the direct effect c′ path depending on

the method of inference) or correlations among all three variables, inferential method, and the

sample size. The joint significance test offers a closed-form solution (O’Rourke &MacKinnon,

2014), enabling straightforward power calculation and enhancing computational efficiency.

One commonly used reference for sample size planning for mediation analysis is a table of

required sample sizes to achieve 80% power for several different effect size combinations (Fritz

& MacKinnon, 2007). This table can be a useful guide, but only offers recommendations

for four effect sizes on both the a and b paths (J. Cohen, 1969). It also only offers sample

size estimates for 80% power, with no indication of how much the required sample sizes

might change at differing levels of power. Psychological research, and replication studies

in particular, are moving towards requiring higher power (van Zwet & Goodman, 2022),

highlighting the need for methods of determining required sample sizes beyond a published

table. While Fritz and MacKinnon (2007) has been cited over 4,000 times, there are now

tools that can aid in calculating statistical power or sample size calculations that allow for

more nuanced effect size estimates (e.g., Aberson, 2019a; Zhang & Yuan, 2018; Kenny, 2017,

etc.).
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There are several different tools available for power analysis for mediation, and they

differ in terms of what inferential method is used and how the tool is accessed. One

computationally-efficient tool that uses the Monte Carlo confidence interval is MCpowerMed

(Schoemann et al., 2017). WebPower also has options to use the Monte Carlo method and

also includes options for if the assumption of normality is expected to be violated, but de-

faults to using the Sobel test (Zhang & Yuan, 2018). Other tools make use of different

inferential methods: MedPower (Kenny, 2017) uses the joint significance test; The package

‘pwr2ppl’ (Aberson, 2019a) uses either the Sobel test or the joint significance test; and the

package bmem (Zhang & Yuan, 2018) has the option for either the Sobel test or the rec-

ommended percentile bootstrap confidence interval. Tools using bootstrapping are the least

computationally-efficient resampling method because of their repeated resampling of the

data instead of sampling from a distribution like the Monte Carlo confidence interval. The

fact that different inferential methods are used by different tools is something for researchers

to be aware of as different inferential methods may yield different statistical power (Fritz

& MacKinnon, 2007). The sample size estimates can be very similar, especially among the

joint significance test, Monte Carlo confidence interval, and the percentile bootstrap confi-

dence interval, but the other methods are not always interchangeable (Fossum & Montoya,

2023). Differences in results between inferential methods are exacerbated in cases where the

assumptions of normality or heteroskedasticity of the residuals are violated (Biesanz et al.,

2010; Fossum & Montoya, 2023).

These tools are accessible either through web applications or as R packages and differ in

their output capabilities. If researchers feel most comfortable with a web application tool,

MCpowerMed (Schoemann et al., 2017), MedPower (Kenny, 2017), or WebPower (Zhang &

Yuan, 2018) are the best options. Both tools also have the option to compute a required

sample size given statistical power. WebPower (Zhang & Yuan, 2018) is also available in an

R package, which is the only way to access ‘pwr2ppl’ (Aberson, 2019a) and bmem (Zhang

& Yuan, 2018). Neither ‘pwr2ppl’ (Aberson, 2019a) nor bmem (Zhang & Yuan, 2018)
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can output a required sample size given statistical power. Compared to tools for more

complicated analyses such as moderated mediation analysis, the sophistication of some of

these tools to output a sample size for a desired level of power is very advantageous and

can be incredibly time-saving compared to manually iterating through possible sample sizes.

The only tools with this capability are WebPower (Zhang & Wang, 2013) and MedPower

(Kenny, 2017). Since it is easier from the software perspective to output statistical power for

a given sample size, the fact that these tools can estimate a sample size for a desired level of

power makes them particularly useful, especially compared to the more limited options for

sample size planning in more complex analyses.

1.2 Moderation Analysis

In a moderation analysis, the effect of predictor (X) on the outcome (Y ) differs depending

on the level of a moderator (W ) (Baron & Kenny, 1986). For example, a university having

a football team or not (W ) could moderate the relationship between university ranking (X)

and school spirit (Y ). Students might reasonably have more school spirit if they go to a

highly-ranked school, but this relationship could be much more salient if the university has a

football team. Like simple mediation analysis, this is a simple moderation analysis because

it only has one moderator variable, but including more than one moderator is possible.

In a typical linear regression analysis that is not moderated, the effect on the outcome

Y of both the predictor variables X and W can be expressed using Equation 1.4. In Equa-

tion 1.4, each participant i’s predicted score on the outcome variable based on their score

on Xi and Wi is represented by Yi. Including multiple predictors in the same model allows

for interpreting the effect of one predictor on the outcome holding the other variable(s) con-

stant. This predicted outcome Ŷi is a linear function of participant i’s score on the predictor

variable X and moderator variable W. Each predicted score also has a residual error (εYi′
),

which is the difference between each individual i’s predicted score and their actual score on

the outcome variable. The intercept b0′ is the estimated value of Y when all the predictors
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in the model are set to zero. The estimate for X predicting Y controlling for W is b1′ , and

the estimate for W predicting Y, controlling for X is b2′ .

Yi = b0′ + b1′Xi + b2′Wi + εYi′
(1.4)

This dissertation limits the discussion of moderation to only include linear interaction

between the predictor variable X and the moderator variable W. Moderation in multiple

regression can be tested by including the product of the two predictors in the linear regression

model (Aguinis, 1995). In these models, the effect of X on Y is dependent, or conditional,

on the value of W. The interaction is the product of X and W, and it can be added into

the regression equation as a separate term as seen in Equation 1.5. It will have a separate

coefficient, b3, which represents the estimated amount by which the effect of X on Y differs

between two hypothetical participants who are exactly one unit apart on W. The outcome for

participant i in this equation including the interaction term is Yi, and the error term is εYi
.

The intercept is b0 is still the predicted score when X and W are zero, though its numerical

value may differ from b0′ in the previous equation. In Equation 1.5, b1′ from Equation 1.4 is

replaced by b1+ b3Wi. Then, applying the product rule, Yi = b0+(b1+ b3Wi)Xi+ b2Wi+ εYi

becomes Equation 1.5 (J. Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). In Equation 1.5, b1 is the

effect of X on Y, holding W constant at 0. Similarly, b2 is the effect of W on Y, holding X

constant at 0.

Yi = b0 + b1Xi + b2Wi + b3XiWi + εYi
(1.5)

The moderated effect in Equation 1.5 is the coefficient from the product term, b3.

1.2.1 Inference for Moderation

The coefficient on the interaction b3 can be tested for statistical significance in the same way

any coefficient in multiple linear regression is, and all the coefficients are estimated using any
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multiple linear regression program (Hayes, 2018a). The coefficient on the interaction term,

b3, is used to test for moderation, determining how the effect of X on Y differs depending

on the level of the moderator, W. These coefficients are seen on the right side of Figure 1.2,

which is the statistical diagram for moderation. The path diagram for this model is on the

left of Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Path diagram (left) and statistical diagram (right) for Simple Moderation.

To conceptualize the difference between linear regression with and without moderation,

it can be helpful to use real variables. Recalling the previous example, we can model the

relationship between university ranking (X) and school spirit (Y ), moderated by whether or

not a university has a football team (W ).
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Figure 1.3: Simple slopes graph of the relationship between university ranking and school
spirit moderated by football team status.

Once a significant interaction is found, it can be investigated further through conditional

effects. The conditional effect in a simple moderation model is b1 + b3Wi, from Equation 1.5

when written in its equivalent form, Yi = b0 + (b1i + b3Wi)Xi + b2Wi + εYi
. It is called the

conditional effect because the effect of X on Y is conditional on the value of W. Continuing

the example from the previous paragraph, Figure 1.3 shows this conditional effect using

simple slopes. University ranking is on the x-axis in the graph, and school spirit is on the

y-axis. The two lines both represent the relationship between university ranking and school

spirit, separated by whether or not the university has a football team. Representing this

example using values in Equation 1.6, the coefficient b̂3 = 2 represents the difference between
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the two slopes.

Yi = 2Xi +Wi + 2XiWi + εYi
(1.6)

If moderation was not present, b3 would be zero, and the slopes of both lines in the graph

would be the same. If the coefficient is significant using a hypothesis test, we can conclude

that the relationship between university ranking and school spirit depends on having a

football team, and this difference in slopes can be seen in Figure 1.3.

1.2.2 Sample Size Planning for Moderation

Moderation analyses should be carefully planned in psychological studies, including a clear

description of exactly which variables interact and determining an adequate sample size to

detect the interaction of interest (Rohrer & Aslan, 2021). In estimating power, the size of the

effect is inversely related to sample size, where the smaller the effect, the larger the sample size

needed to detect the effect. There are a few different measures of effect size for interactions.

The most common measure is the proportion of explained variance in the outcome by the

predictor(s), which is the change in R2 between the full and reduced model. For moderation,

the change in R2 is the variance in the outcome uniquely explained by the interaction (full

model including the interaction, reduced model including only the main effects), scaled by

the total variance in the outcome. There are tools available to do power analysis using

this information, including G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), Shiny app

and R package ‘InteractionPoweR’ (Baranger, 2022), and ‘pwr2ppl’ (Aberson, 2019a) in R,

described in more detail below. For more meaningful interpretations, researchers should

not rely on Cohen’s effect size benchmarks when choosing effect sizes and instead focus on

finding estimates from the literature (Aguinis et al., 2005; Correll, Mellinger, McClelland,

& Judd, 2021), though those tend to be affected by publication bias (Kühberger, Fritz, &

Scherndl, 2014), or rely on another method such as specifying the smallest effect of interest
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(Lakens, 2022), especially since most interactions tend to be even smaller than a small effect

using benchmarks from J. Cohen (1969) (Aguinis & Stone-Romero, 1997).

Compared to mediation analysis, where software packages needed to be specifically de-

signed to do power analysis for the indirect effect, any software package that can do power

analysis for regression can be used for moderation. These all still require the researcher to

specify the size of the interaction effect they are expecting along with their α level, and either

their desired power to get a sample size or a sample size to see what the power would be

(Faul et al., 2007). When an interaction is included in the model, there are several different

ways to specify the effect size. Recently developed tool ‘InteractionPoweR’ can use Pearson’s

correlations among all the variables in the model as the effect size estimate. Alternatively,

this population effect size can also be specified in terms of the change in R2 between the

model with the interaction and the model not including the interaction. ‘InteractionPoweR’

or G*Power can be used for this, or the ‘pwr2ppl’ R package has a special command called

‘regintR2()’ for moderation models (Aberson, 2019b). All require as input the R2 estimate

from the full model with the interaction term and the change in R2 from the interaction, the

number of predictors in the full model, and the sample size to calculate power analytically

(Maxwell, 2000; J. Cohen, 1988). Both R2 values are required to calculate the effect size as

f 2, shown in Equation 1.7 for the impact of the full model including the interaction term

(R2
full) above and beyond the model without the interaction term, with the R2 from the

interaction term denoted as R2
int.

f 2 =
R2

int

1−R2
full

(1.7)

G*Power is more flexible and can allow for multiple predictors to be compared as a set,

so it also requires the number of predictors in the reduced model whereas ‘pwr2ppl’ and

‘InteractionPoweR’ assume the difference between the number of predictors in the full model

compared to the reduced model is one. The output from both is statistical power. G*Power
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can advantageously output a sample size for a desired power. Less efficiently, ‘pwr2ppl’ and

‘InteractionPoweR’ include a method for giving a range of sample sizes to iterate through

and output a list of power estimates. These tools are all for just moderation analysis, but

moderation can also occur in combination with a mediation model.

1.3 Moderated Mediation Analysis

Moderation can occur on any path in a mediation model, meaning mediation and moderation

can occur in the same model (Hayes, 2013). When the paths which make up the indirect

effect are moderated, it is a moderated mediation model (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). The

arrangement of variables in these types of models should always come from theory, since

these decisions can make it possible to detect effects that are not real because the model was

misspecified.

Many mediation, moderation, and moderated mediation models can be estimated with

a commonly used macro available for SPSS, SAS, and R: PROCESS (Hayes, 2022). PRO-

CESS allows any paths to be moderated, and in any combination, which provides researchers

flexibility but also allows for possible misspecification in where the moderation occurs. This

dissertation focuses on simple mediation models (a single mediator) with one or more paths

moderated. Similar to simple mediation analysis with exactly one mediator variable, mod-

erated mediation with exactly one mediator variable and one outcome variable requires two

equations to describe the model. The first equation predicts M, and the second equation

predicts Y. There are two possible equations for M, depending on if moderation occurs on

the X to M path or not. Without moderation, the equation is the same as Equation 1.2.

When moderation occurs only on this path, it is called first-stage moderation because only

the path between X and M is moderated (Hayes, 2015). With W moderating the path

between X and M, Equation 1.8 predicting M includes an interaction between X and W.

Mi = a0 + a1Xi + a2Wi + a3XiWi + εMi
(1.8)
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The second equation needed for moderated mediation predicts Y. There are four possible

options for this equation to describe the six moderated mediation models in this study. First,

it could include no interactions at all if the model only includes first-stage moderation, and

the equation is the same as Equation 1.3. Second, it could include an interaction between

M and W. When moderation occurs only on this path, it is called second-stage moderation

(Hayes, 2015). If moderation occurs only on this path and not the X to Y path, the equation

for Y includes only one interaction and is represented by Equation 1.9. Third, When just

the X to Y path is moderated but not the M to Y path, the equation for Y includes only

one interaction as well between X and W, and is represented by Equation 1.10. Fourth,

if moderation occurs on both the X to Y path and the M to Y path, the equation for Y

includes both interactions and is represented by Equation 1.11.

Yi = c′0 + c′1Xi + b1Mi + b2Wi + b3MiWi + εYi
(1.9)

Yi = c′0 + c′1Xi + c′2Wi + c′3XiWi + bMi + εYi
(1.10)

Yi = c′0 + c′1Xi + c′2Wi + c′3XiWi + bMi + b3MiWi + εYi
(1.11)

Putting these equations together in different combinations creates the six most commonly

used moderated mediation models, with the conceptual diagrams shown in Figure 1.4. For

each model, the conceptual diagram shows how the variables appear theoretically and the

moderated paths are marked with an arrow pointing directly from the moderator to the

path. I use the model numbering system from the PROCESS macro, as this is the most

commonly used tool for moderated mediation analysis and these models are often referenced

using these numbers in empirical research (Hayes, 2022). Figure 1.5 shows the statistical

diagrams for each of the six models used in this dissertation, where each term in the equation

is represented with an arrow pointing towards the outcome variable it is used to predict.

The equations used to define each model are also printed on the statistical diagrams

in Figure 1.5, and also listed in Table 1.1. Pairing together the equations for M and the
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equations for Y results in eight possible models. This dissertation focuses on six of these, as

displayed in the following figures. Two combinations are not used in this study: No model

uses Equation 1.2 for M and Equation 1.3 for Y because this results in a simple mediation

model without any moderation, and no model uses Equation 1.2 for M and Equation 1.10

for Y because then only the direct effect would be moderated, and thus not a moderated

mediation.

Figure 1.4: Moderated mediation conceptual diagrams.

1.3.1 Conditional Indirect Effects

Moderation means the effect of a predictor variable on the outcome variable differs at different

levels of the moderator variable. In a simple mediation model, the effect of interest is the

indirect effect, which is calculated by multiplying the a path by the b path. Extending this
18



Figure 1.5: Moderated mediation statistical diagrams with corresponding equations.

to include the moderator depends on where the moderation occurs, and the indirect effect

becomes the conditional indirect effect, conditional on the value of the moderator. Using

Model 7 as an example, the conditional indirect effect is the combination of the effect of

X on M, which is a1 + a3W , and the effect of M on Y, which is b, multiplied together

to get (a1 + a3W ) × b. This is the indirect effect, conditional on a particular level of the

moderator variable W. Extending this logic to Model 14, where instead the M to Y path is

now moderated instead of the X to M path, the conditional indirect effect is a× (b1+ b3W ),

still conditional on a particular level of the moderator variable W. The conditional indirect

effect for Model 8 is the same as for Model 7, and the conditional indirect effect for Model

15 is the same as for Model 14. The conditional indirect for both Model 58 and 59 is

(a1 + a3W )× (b1 + b3W ). Estimates will differ, however, depending on if the direct effect is
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moderated or not. Finding the conditional indirect effect for any given model means that

the indirect effect of X on Y through M is dependent on setting a value for the moderator

W. Table 1.1 gives the index of moderated mediation and conditional indirect effects for the

six moderated mediation models described in this section.

1.3.2 Inference for Conditional Indirect Effects

Inference is conducted on the conditional indirect effect (and index of moderated mediation,

described below) using a percentile bootstrap confidence interval. Bootstrapping is the

recommended method for conducting inference because product terms are not normally

distributed, and bootstrapping has been shown to perform better in handling the product

of two normally distributed variables than other methods in simulation studies while not

inflating the type I error rate (Coutts, 2023; Yzerbyt, Muller, Batailler, & Judd, 2018).

1.3.3 Index of Moderated Mediation

The index of moderated mediation is often used for testing the statistical significance of a

moderated mediation model (Hayes, 2015), where the indirect effect is conditional on the

value of the moderator (W ). The difference of the conditional indirect effect when W is set

two values, each one unit apart. For Model 7, the index of moderated mediation is calculated

for chosen values of W in the equation (a1 + a3W )× b. Multiplying this conditional indirect

effect out, we have a1b + a3bW as an example for Model 7. When 0 and 1 are chosen

as the two values of W , we solve (a1b + a3(1)b) − (a1b + a3(0)b), which equals a3b. For

Model 14, where the conditional indirect effect is a × (b1 + b3W ), we get the difference

between two values of W as ab1 + ab3W . Again setting 0 and 1 as two values of W , we

solve we solve (ab1 + ab3(1))− (ab1 + ab3(0)), which equals ab3. If two different values of W

were chosen, this effect would be the same, though scaled differently if the two values were

anything other than one unit apart. When the moderator is dichotomous, this estimate for

Models 58 and 59 is calculated as (a1 + a3(1)) × (b1 + b3(1)) − (a1 + a3(0)) × (b1 + b3(0)),
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Model Equation for M Equation for Y IMM Conditional Indirect Effect
7 Equation 1.8 Equation 1.3 a3b (a1 + a3W )× b
8 Equation 1.8 Equation 1.10 a3b (a1 + a3W )× b
14 Equation 1.2 Equation 1.9 ab3 a× (b1 + b3W )
15 Equation 1.2 Equation 1.11 ab3 a× (b1 + b3W )
58 Equation 1.8 Equation 1.9 (a1 + a3W )× (b1 + b3W )
59 Equation 1.8 Equation 1.11 (a1 + a3W )× (b1 + b3W )

Table 1.1: Key equations used for the moderated mediation models in this study. IMM =
Index of Moderated Mediation.

or (a1 + a3) × (b1 + b3) − a1 × b1 (Fairchild & MacKinnon, 2009). This calculated index of

moderated mediation is the amount by which the indirect effect differs between levels of the

moderator. With continuous moderators, the index of moderated mediation is not defined,

but conditional indirect effects can be probed at any level of the moderator. Typically, -1, 0,

and 1 standard deviation away from the mean or probing at particular percentiles to ensure

the values exist in the data are chosen (Hayes, 2022).

1.3.4 Sample Size Planning for Moderated Mediation

Statistical power to detect the index of moderated mediation or a significant conditional

indirect effect is difficult to estimate, especially because there is no closed-form solution

for statistical power for these models. However, it is possible to use the joint significance

test for testing moderated mediation (Coutts, 2023), which does have a closed-form solution

defined for mediation (O’Rourke & MacKinnon, 2014). Unlike mediation and moderation,

there are also not many resources for sample size planning for moderated mediation. Power

analysis for moderated mediation Models 7 and 14 are documented and available in the R

package ‘pwr2ppl’ (Aberson, 2019b), and Models 8 and 15 are possible using version 0.5.0

of ‘pwr2ppl’ as well. This R package handles power analysis for many complex analyses,

and since moderated mediation is a more recent addition fewer models are available in its

current version. Each moderated mediation model has many more parameters that must

be specified compared to simple mediation or moderation models. To determine power for
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Model 7, for example, the correlation between each pair of variables is required (including

the correlation between variables and the interaction, where collinearity is not an issue if it

is only between the variables and the product term), in addition to the sample size, type I

error rate, and number of repetitions for it to simulate. With these complexities, there is no

“one size fits all” function for power analysis for moderated mediation yet. Another thing

to note is that output from the ‘pwr2ppl’ is again limited to power for an inputted sample

size. This can be a barrier for researchers looking to determine a sample size quickly for a

desired level of power since it will require testing different sample sizes until one is found that

reaches adequate statistical power. Within the last year, WebPower has also added some

moderated mediation capabilities as well and can do power analyses for Models 7, 8, 14, 15,

and 58. However, power analyses using WebPower can be time-consuming, with Model 58

taking about ten minutes using the web application with all the default settings including

500 simulations to calculate power for a single sample size.

1.4 Current Study

Any number of paths in a mediation model can be moderated (Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes,

2007). It could be that the interaction happens on every path, a few select paths, or even on

just one path in the model. When paths are moderated, there should be a justification for

the theoretical framework of why an interaction occurs between those particular variables

(Fiedler, Schott, & Meiser, 2011). The current research was motivated by a meta-analytic

review finding that 14% of surveyed moderated mediation analyses moderated all the paths

in the mediation model (See Chapter 2). This could be that theory in each case suggested

that all paths should be moderated, or researchers include moderation on all the paths

because the theory lacks specificity about where moderation occurs. If a model is over-

specified in this way, then statistical power could be affected by the excess moderation in

the model. Lavery, Acharya, Sivo, and Xu (2019) found that additional predictor variables

in a model increased type II error rate holding all their other study parameters constant,
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which is relevant for moderated mediation models in particular. If the model is specified

correctly, then researchers could have higher statistical power to detect significant moderated

mediation.

This dissertation examined the impacts of model specification on statistical power and

type I error rate. Several factors can influence statistical power for moderated mediation

studies, such as sample size (Aberson, 2019a), amount of variance of the outcomes explained

by the predictors in the model (J. Cohen, 1988), and dichotomous vs. continuous variables

(McClelland & Judd, 1993). In this study, I also tested the effects of model specification

on statistical power and type I error rate in moderated mediation models. The specific

hypotheses are outlined below. Overall, this dissertation explored if the number or location

of interactions can also affect statistical power and type I error rate in cases where the data

analysis model may not match the true underlying data generating process (DGP).

There were two models for each analysis: the DGP, which is the true population under-

lying moderated mediation model used to generate the data, and the data analysis model,

which is the model I fit and use to analyze the data. I refer to cases where the data anal-

ysis model and the data generating model do not match broadly as model misspecification.

Within model misspecification, I differentiate between three possible types of misspecifica-

tion that are possible for moderated mediation models. First, there is over-specification:

allowing all of the paths moderated in the DGP to be moderated in the data analysis model,

plus at least one additional moderated path. For example, if the DGP is Model 7 and the

analysis model is Model 59, the model is over-specified because the analysis model is the

DGP plus additional paths moderated. This is technically not a misspecification because the

data generating model is a special case of the analysis model where specific path(s) are zero.

Second, there is complete misspecification: The analysis model omits a moderated path from

the indirect effect, and moderates a different path in the indirect effect. In other words,

one path in the indirect effect is moderated in the DGP and the other path in the indirect

effect is moderated in the data analysis model, and it is never the same path moderated. For
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example, if the DGP is Model 7 and the analysis model is Model 14, the model is completely

misspecified because the analysis model has omitted one moderated path from the indirect

effect and moderated the other one. Third, there is under-specification: At least one path in-

cluded in the indirect effect is moderated in both the DGP and data analysis model, but the

data analysis model does not include all the moderated paths from the DGP. For example,

if the DGP is Model 8 and the analysis model is Model 7, the model is under-specified be-

cause the analysis model has omitted the moderated direct effect. The data analysis model

could also include additional moderated paths not included in the DGP. Finally, correct

specification refers to the DGP and data analysis model matching perfectly.

Research Question 1 examined what factors impact the statistical power of the index of

moderated mediation for over-specified models compared to correctly specified models. To

answer this research question, I only included over-specified models and correctly specified

models. Statistical power was the outcome for over-specified models because detecting a

significant index of moderated mediation in an over-specified model was still detecting the

“true” underlying effect based on the DGP. I had three hypotheses related to statistical

power for over-specified models compared to correctly specified models.

• H1a: I hypothesized that the statistical power of the index of moderated mediation

will be lower for over-specified models compared to correctly specified models.

• H1b: I also hypothesized that power will be lower for over-specified data analysis

models with additional moderated paths. For example, if the DGP is Model 7, then

Models 8, 58, and 59 are all over-specified. Models 8 and 58 have two moderated paths

but Model 59 has three. I hypothesized that for cases like this, for models with more

moderated paths (Model 59), power will be lower than models with fewer moderated

paths (Models 8 and 58).

Research Question 2 examined what factors impact the statistical power of the index of

moderated mediation for under-specified models compared to correctly specified models. To
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answer this research question, I only included under-specified models and correctly specified

models, because a significant index of moderated mediation detected by an under-specified

model would still be detecting the “true” underlying effect based on the DGP. I had two

hypotheses related to statistical power for under-specified models compared to correctly

specified models.

• H2a: I hypothesized that the statistical power of the index of moderated mediation

would be lower for under-specified models compared to correctly specified models.

• H2b: I also hypothesized that under-specified models would have higher parameter

bias than correctly specified models.

Research Question 3 examined what factors impact the type I error rate of the index of

moderated mediation in completely misspecified models. To answer this research question, I

only included completely misspecified models because these are the only cases in moderated

mediation where detecting a significant index of moderated mediation would be a type I

error based on the DGP. The analysis model, if completely misspecified, should find the

index of moderated mediation to be zero. I had two hypotheses related to type I error rate

for completely misspecified models.

• H3a: I hypothesized that the type I error rate would be too high according to criteria

set by Bradley (1978) and Serlin (2000) in completely misspecified models. The former

criterion is more extreme than the latter, so it will be possible to differentiate between

how many type I error rates were moderately too high and severely too high.

• H3b: I also hypothesized that the type I error rate would be higher in cases where the

analysis model includes two moderated paths (i.e., Models 8 and 15) compared to one

(i.e., Models 7 and 14).

This dissertation looked at six commonly used moderated mediation models and com-

pares the statistical power and type I error from the different model specifications across
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effect sizes and sample sizes common in published moderated mediation studies. Analyses

were performed for over-specified models, under-specified models, and completely misspeci-

fied models. The amount of explained variance, sample size, and type of predictor variables

were manipulated. Conclusions from this study can inform the degree to which model spec-

ification impacts statistical power and type I error rates in moderated mediation models.
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2 Meta-Analytic Review

Moderated mediation analysis has gained increasing attention as a statistical approach for

exploring complex relationships between variables. This systematic, meta-analytic literature

review includes a data collection aiming to provide a comprehensive overview of common

methodological choices made in current practice. Additionally, the purpose of the review is to

help understand if moderated mediation studies are well-powered. To accomplish these goals,

we extracted several key pieces of information from articles that used moderated mediation

analysis. These variables included sample size and where the moderation occurred in the

mediation model, among other relevant pieces of information. The main objective of this

meta-analytic review data collection was to explore current practices in sample size planning

and models used for moderated mediation, and additionally, the results can now be applied

to help inform a simulation study about factors that impact statistical power in moderated

mediation.

Monte Carlo simulation is used widely in methodological research, allowing for the eval-

uation of the performance of different statistical techniques on simulated data. For this type

of research, a crucial yet arbitrary step is specifying parameters in the simulation, which can

have a huge impact on the final results. For example, a Monte Carlo simulation study was

done to calculate sample sizes required for 80% power at various effect sizes for mediation

analysis, reported in Fritz and MacKinnon (2007). If the effect sizes used had all been greater

than .3, yet the average effect in the field of social psychology is around .21 (Schoemann

et al., 2017), the Monte Carlo simulation study would not be particularly useful. Doing

a meta-analytic review before a Monte Carlo simulation study can be useful if the goal of

the simulation is to understand how methods perform in current practice. The simulation

study in this dissertation uses information from published articles to inform two important

parameter decisions, to make the results more applicable to a wide range of researchers. For

example, we found that the six most common models (of which there are over 48 models in

the PROCESS macro commonly used for these types of models) account for 85% of published
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moderated mediation models from this systematic meta-analytic review. This information

helped inform the choice of which models to include in the simulation study for it to be most

relevant according to current practice.

Since no particular PROCESS model is argued to be more important or accurate than

another, I used the results of this meta-analytic review to narrow down the scope of the study

and focus the simulation study on these six models, knowing it will be valuable to gain insight

about these moderated mediation models used roughly 85% of the time. Additionally, infor-

mation gathered through this meta-analytic review informed which sample sizes to include

in the simulation. To select these important parameters that most accurately represent what

is currently used in the field, we examined a set of published moderated mediation analyses

for this information. We also wanted to collect this data to explore relationships between

these variables.

We found it important to understand if more complex models used larger sample sizes

on average, and an analysis of the results from this meta-analytic review allows for those

comparisons. Sim, Kim, and Suh (2022) performed a similar literature review focusing on

mediation, finding that the median sample size for a simple mediation analysis was 242, while

the median sample size for the more complex design with two mediator variables in parallel

was only 171. While this finding was based on only 50 published mediation models, it does

demonstrate that larger sample sizes are not always used with more complex designs. When

models include many interactions, which are typically very small (Aguinis et al., 2005), it

can take a larger sample size to have sufficient statistical power (J. Cohen, 1988). The results

from this meta-analytic review for moderated mediation show the average sample size used

by model specification, to understand if more complex models tend to have higher sample

sizes.

The simulation study for this dissertation focused on factors that affect statistical power

in moderated mediation analysis. This meta-analytic review focuses on sample size and

model specification. Parameters for future simulation studies can be informed by conducting
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a similar meta-analytic review to understand what values are commonly seen in a particular

field. This chapter gives an overview of the article coding process from the moderated

mediation meta-analytic review, including the scope of articles included and the procedure for

coding the articles. In this chapter, I also give descriptive statistics from the variables coded

in this meta-analytic search. Additionally, I describe where this information is available in

a searchable online database, along with the future of the database and how articles can

continue to be added. This is all to understand what sample sizes are commonly used in

moderated mediation analyses. I then use this information such as common sample sizes and

model specifications to directly inform parameter choices in the simulation study described

in greater detail in the next chapter.

2.1 Method

To select the articles and gain a broad understanding of current practices for moderated

mediation analyses, articles were selected using WebofScience. The subject area was not

restricted, and keywords for the search were moderated mediation, mediated moderation,

and conditional process analysis (Hayes, 2022). We used the last full calendar year at the

time of initial article collection and found 411 analyses in published articles that met this

criteria from 2018. We coded each article for several key variables, with two informing

parameter values in this simulation study: sample size and moderated mediation model

specification. We also recorded other variables that could potentially be related to statistical

power, including the use of regression vs. structural equation modeling, the number of

variables, and the number of analyses. There were three waves of data collection for this

project. Wave 1 includes all articles that were part of this meta-analytic systematic review.

Waves 2 and 3 were continuations of the original review completed by two different groups

of research assistants, done to include even more recent articles and we also intentionally

sought out a wider variety of models. Since Waves 2 and 3 used different coders and the

selection of articles was not as objective as Wave 1, articles coded during Waves 2 and 3
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were not included in this meta-analytic systematic review. However, information coded in

these waves is available in the database described later in this chapter.

2.1.1 Scope of Articles Included

There were originally 518 articles resulting from the WebofScience search, then we excluded

163 articles that were either solely methodological such as Hayes (2018b), articles that used

multilevel modeling, or different definitions of the terms such as mediation in a conflict

resolution study with a third party moderator. The remaining 382 articles contained 411

moderated mediation analyses, each from a separate study. Only these 411 studies from

Wave 1 were used to inform parameters in this dissertation simulation study.

2.1.2 Procedure for Coding Articles

Moderated mediation analyses from Wave 1 were all double-coded by research assistants in

the QRClab. Coders were trained during a weekly research meeting on what each of the

coded pieces of information was and where in a typical research article it could be found.

Training documents were accessible to everyone throughout the coding process. Coders

received a PDF from WebofScience with their assigned articles each week, then they found

their articles and entered the relevant information into a spreadsheet. The four coders were

systematically paired with a different coder each week (i.e., in Week 1 the pairs coding

the same articles were AB and CD, in Week 2 the pairs coding the same articles were AC

and BD, in Week 3 the pairs coding the same articles were AD and BC, then that cycle

repeated). At the end of each week, I combined all the data into a spreadsheet to identify

any discrepancies between coders on the same articles. We resolved these discrepancies

together during the weekly meetings using the original article. Once agreement was reached

by reviewing the article with the whole team and discussing it, the articles were considered

coded and finalized.

Wave 2 of the project involved a research assistant receiving the same training and
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following the same procedure to code 74 additional articles. These are all articles that cited

Hayes (2015), which was the paper introducing the index of moderated mediation, and we

only included articles that actually ran a moderated mediation analysis on empirical data.

These articles were only coded by one research assistant, but we met weekly to review all

the articles. During this wave, the decision about which variables to include was revised,

and the specific decisions about which variables to begin recording or coding differently are

discussed in greater detail in the Coded Variables section below.

Wave 3 of this project was done to include more recent articles. This was used as a project

for all research assistants in the lab if they had extra time after completing other lab activities

each week. All members of the lab received training during the first meeting of the year, and

articles were assigned to research assistants and were double-coded. Due to the lab having

many projects going on during this time, only seven articles were added in this wave. Only

articles that included a path diagram were assigned during this phase since those tended

to be the most straightforward to code and these research assistants had the least direct

supervision. I monitored a dedicated Slack channel for research assistants through which

they could ask and answer questions. I then met with a senior research assistant who found

all the articles that had been completed by both coders and after resolving discrepancies in

that meeting by reviewing the articles together, they finalized the article information.

2.1.3 Coded Variables

Undergraduate research assistants extracted information from articles that included a moder-

ated mediation analysis. The ten pieces of information were determined by Dr. Montoya and

myself to better understand current practices in published articles for moderated mediation.

Coded information included:

• Sample size

• PROCESS model number (Hayes, 2022)
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• Number of moderator (W ) variables

• Number of mediator (M) variables

• Number of antecedent (X) variables

• Number of outcome (Y ) variables

• Number of covariates

• Number of moderated mediation analyses with different variable arrangements re-

ported

• How the model was estimated (possible levels: regression or structural equation mod-

eling)

• Primary and secondary research area (possible levels: psychology, business, etc.)

Notes and reference information were also recorded for each article, along with other

exclusion criteria such as containing the words moderated and mediation, but not performing

a moderated mediation analysis as defined in Hayes (2015). Multilevel models were excluded

due to the complexity of the studies and because additional different information would need

to be collected to determine statistical power. For example, Anand, Hu, Vidyarthi, and Liden

(2018) used moderated mediation to evaluate employee performance in work groups, but we

did not include it in the final analysis because the number of employees and the number

of work groups added a level of complexity not captured by the single sample size piece of

coded information and would have different statistical power.

FromWave 2 of article coding onward, we reevaluated our categories to optimize necessary

information and also streamline the process in some cases. Covariates from this point on were

a binary yes/no decision instead of including the number of covariates due to the difficulty

in determining the exact number of covariates in a study. Additionally, a new category was

introduced that might play a role in statistical power: type of X variable. Options included
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continuous, multi-categorical, and dichotomous. These categories remained the same for

Wave 3 of coding.

The two main variables of interest used for this dissertation are sample size and PRO-

CESS model number. The sample size is the number of participants in the study. If multiple

studies were included in the same article, the sample size specifically referred to the study

analyzed with a moderated mediation model. The final sample size retained for analyses was

used, even if the total sample size was also reported. PROCESS model number was most

typically determined by matching the figure in the manuscript with a figure in Appendix

A of Hayes (2022), or by drawing out the model described in the text and matching it if

no figure was provided in the manuscript. If a model was found that did not match any

PROCESS model number, this field was left blank.

2.2 Results

Results from this meta-analytic review come from the 411 analyses included in Wave 1.

Findings about sample sizes used are presented first, followed by findings about PROCESS

model specifications. I also present other findings from the meta-analytic review, including

the proportion of analyses done using regression vs. structural equation modeling, and which

research areas were most common among the articles.

One key parameter for the simulation study was sample size because to be a useful guide

for researchers the sample sizes should approximate what they might reasonably be able to

collect. The sample sizes and moderated mediation model specifications were thus used to

inform the sample sizes and models used in the simulation study. Sample sizes from the

articles ranged from 29 to 456849 across all models. Figure 2.1 is a histogram displaying

the sample sizes found in log form. To get representative sample sizes, I found the deciles of

sample size were 120, 160, 201, 241, 285, 364, 459, 731, and 1307. With generous rounding,

the final sample sizes used in this simulation study were 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500,

750, and 1,000.
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Another research question from this meta-analytic review was about how frequently each

moderated mediation model was used. We investigated which models were most commonly

used, and if there were any included in the PROCESS macro that were more rarely used.

Of the 411 analyses coded in this search, six specifications were not identified as matching

a PROCESS model, represented as N/A. Information collected through this meta-analytic

review revealed the six most commonly used moderated mediation models: Model 7, Model

8, Model 14, Model 15, Model 58, and Model 59. Together, these six models accounted

for 85% of the published moderated mediation analyses we coded. These are the six models

included in the simulation study. Box plots displaying the sample sizes by model are provided

in Figure 2.2. We may have included additional models unnecessarily without this meta-

analytic review, not knowing that these six make up such a large proportion of published

moderated mediation analyses.

By far, the most common model was Model 7, with moderation occurring on the X to M

path. Table 2.1 gives the median sample size for each model specification, choosing to report

the median instead of the mean due to a few very large outlier sample sizes. The table is

in descending order based on model use frequency. Based on results reported in Table 2.1,

there appears to sometimes be a pattern between sample size and model complexity, at least

among the most commonly used models. Model 59 has a higher median sample size than

any of the other six most commonly used models, but the median sample size used with

Model 58 is between the median sample size for Model 7 and Model 14.

We were also interested in whether ordinary least squares regression or structural equation

modeling was more common, and if their use differed regarding sample size. The PROCESS

macro uses regression, so researchers using structural equation modeling are using other

packages or tools to fit these models. Only 66 articles used structural equation modeling

compared to 343 using regression, and two articles were unclear. The median sample size

using regression was 266, and the median sample size using SEM was 481. Interestingly,

regression was used for all three analyses with the highest sample sizes (all over 50,000). With
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Figure 2.1: Histogram of the sample sizes recorded in the moderated mediation meta-analytic
review. Due to the high outliers, this figure depicts log(Sample Size).
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Figure 2.2: Box plots displaying the range of sample sizes reported in the articles included in
the meta-analytic review, separated by PROCESS model. For clarity, outliers above 10,000
were excluded. Excluded outliers were sample sizes of 14,908 and 60,133 using Model 7,
456,849 using Model 8, 123,459 using Model 14, and 12,646 using Model 59.
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Model Median Frequency
Number Sample Size

7 261 31%
14 288 18%
59 363 14%
8 331 13%

58 276 6%
15 255 3%
9 317 3%
21 199 2%
74 430 2%
5 260 1%
11 174 1%
16 616 < 1%
22 136 < 1%
37 410 < 1%
63 1307 < 1%
72 131 < 1%
75 1995 < 1%
86 405 < 1%
87 270 < 1%
92 225 < 1%
N/A 8320 < 1%

Table 2.1: Median sample size separated by moderated mediation model and percent of
analyses using that model specification. Rows are ordered by model use frequency, with the
six models used in the simulation study in Chapter 4 in bold.

these high outliers, we can use quantile regression to see if the group difference is significant.

The median sample size for analyses done using regression was 270, while the median for

structural equation modeling was 491. This was a statistically significant difference, with the

confidence interval using standard errors produced using a rank test being [79.10, 353.486]

around the coefficient (Koenker, 1994). From this analysis, we concluded that analyses using

structural equation modeling used higher sample sizes. Since structural equation modeling

offers flexibility in model specification beyond the PROCESS models, this finding suggests

that more complex models could use higher sample sizes.

We did not limit the research field in which we searched for articles. The majority of

the analyses (136) were from psychology, with a median sample size of 287, followed by
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76 analyses in business and economics with a median sample size of 255. The rest of the

research areas had fewer than 25 published moderated mediation analyses. The six most

common PROCESS model specifications remained the same when looking at the subset of

psychology articles, but business and economics used Model 21 a total of five times whereas

they only used Models 58 and 59 three times each. These findings about research area make

the results of this study most relevant in psychology and partially to business and economics,

due to their distributions of model specifications and the fact that those are the fields that

publish the most moderated mediation analyses. However, these results should generalize to

other fields since the focus was on the analysis and not the content.

2.3 Discussion

Doing a meta-analytic review and extracting relevant information from articles can help

provide a clear picture of common practice in a particular field or for a certain technique

or analysis, which can make methodological research most useful for applied researchers. In

our meta-analytic review, we found the median sample size across all moderated mediation

models was 285. Statistical power for any sample size depends on more factors than just

a sample size, but to put this sample size into perspective, the sample size needed for a

simple mediation model using the average effect size found from a meta-analysis of articles

in social psychology on all paths is 290 (Schoemann et al., 2017). When considering a more

complicated moderated mediation model specification, with more interactions, it is reason-

able to assume it will need a larger sample size for adequate statistical power. Information

about current practices such as information collected in this meta-analytic review can inform

methodological research, including parameter choices for simulation studies to best represent

and learn about scenarios commonly faced in applied research contexts.

This meta-analytic review also highlighted the need for including the complexity of the

model in sample size planning for moderated mediation analyses. We saw that somewhat

reflected in current practices, in that Model 59 with all paths moderated had a median
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sample size of 363, compared to most of the other models in the mid-200 range. However,

including the specific model specification in a power analysis is the only way to guarantee

sufficient statistical power for the actual planned analysis.

2.3.1 Recommendations for Reporting

Through the process of reading articles to pull information for this meta-analytic review

project, we determined several helpful decisions authors made in their articles. These were

helpful not only for our purposes in the meta-analytic review, but we found that these

decisions also allowed readers to more easily understand the analyses that were implemented.

First, the decision to include a path diagram as a figure in the manuscript made it far

easier to determine which moderated mediation model was used. Additionally, describing

the model in words in the data analytic plan provided useful context (e.g., age moderated

the path between sleep and depression). Occasionally, the figure and data analytic plan

would conflict, so authors should ensure consistency when reporting their models. When

this happened, research assistants used their best judgment to decide which model was used,

based on results presented in the tables. Articles should also clearly describe how data were

analyzed, including what method of estimation was used, as coders found it challenging in

many cases to determine if regression or structural equation modeling was used. Articles

that reported their results in this way were more easily understood, and these decisions also

have benefits for replication.

For reporting moderated mediation analyses, some key pieces of information to include:

1. Clearly labeled path diagram (conceptual and statistical)

2. Data analytic plan section in method, including description of model and

any covariates

3. Regression or structural equation modeling (SEM) for data analysis
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4. Table(s) of regression or SEM results, including coefficients and confi-

dence intervals

2.3.2 Database

Another major goal of this article coding project was to create a publicly available database

so researchers can easily search for examples of published moderated mediation models. All

of the information from the articles coded so far is available online in the database:

https://www.jlfossum.com/moderated-mediation-article-database.

Articles using moderated mediation analysis have been added to the database in two

ways: by research assistants in the lab or through a publicly available online form. Re-

search assistants have entered the majority of the articles found in the database as part

of their time in the lab. Articles coded by research assistants were double-coded for ac-

curacy, and discrepancies were resolved before entry into the final database housed on

Google Data Studio. The other method of article submission is through this online form:

https://forms.gle/wDC3Hw8jAqdEsaxp9. The fields match the pieces of information the

research assistants extracted from the other articles. Researchers can submit their own

articles or good example articles they have read. Submissions are reviewed for accuracy

and completeness before being made public on the database. Seventeen submissions have

been entered using this form, and from those, only 15 provided sufficient information to

be included in the database. Quarterly, all the articles in the database are downloaded

into a .csv file and updated on UCLA’s DataVerse, to keep an updated DOI for this

project that has been cited in at least two conference presentations and one publication:

https://doi.org/10.25346/S6/7UTGQH. For instances where we decided to collect an ad-

ditional variable not included in the original set of variables, such as type of X variable, the

database contains a blank space in this column. A future goal for this project is to go back

through and fill that information in for those articles.

To try and get a wide variety of moderated mediation models represented, I specifically
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searched for more uncommon PROCESS model numbers to provide examples for researchers

using these models at the end of Wave 2 of article collection. I did this by searching Google

Scholar and WebOfScience for moderated mediation (or any of its synonyms) plus PROCESS

model [#]. I was able to find at least one example of several of the uncommon models, and

a research assistant and I inputted those into the database. However, PROCESS models 13,

20, 60, 61, 62, 64-71, 73, 84, 88, 89, and 90 remain elusive. Published work could still exist

that uses these models, but if the specific PROCESS model number was not mentioned in

the paper, it could not be discovered. Due to us not finding examples of these models in any

of the articles coded in any of the three waves does suggest that these are the models that

may be used more infrequently, and possibly even not used at all.

2.3.3 Future Directions

The searchable database of moderated mediation articles remains publicly available for re-

searchers to use for any purpose. Articles are still being added by researchers through the

online submission form. Anecdotally, I’ve received several Twitter messages and even an

email expressing gratitude for this work. I’ve also gotten a request for an example using an

uncommon model, and while I could not find an example of another paper using that model,

I have hope that the authors will publish their paper and then submit it to the database

for others to see. This database will remain available for researchers to use and contribute

to through the submission form, and I have plans to continue systematically adding new,

recently published articles in the coming years when I have an active research lab with

interested research assistants.

All of the information publicly available in the database originated from the desire to

understand current practices and sample sizes used for moderated mediation analyses. This

project involved collecting information such as sample size and model specification from over

400 analyses, with articles still being added. Information from the original coded analyses

found that the median sample size used was 285, leading to questions about the statistical
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power of these complex analyses. The range of sample sizes and most commonly used model

specifications in published literature will inform the parameter values tested in a simulation

study to learn more about factors that affect statistical power for moderated mediation.

Future work could continue to code moderated mediation analyses to track trends over time,

to see if certain models become more popular or if sample sizes vary. Additionally, analyses

that were excluded previously could be included, to extend these findings to multilevel models

popular in psychology, business, and educational research.

Using values from this meta-analytic review will help guide the results from the simulation

study to be more informative for applied researchers planning to collect real data and publish

a study that includes a moderated mediation analysis. The simulation focuses on the six most

commonly used model specifications based on this review, accounting for 85% of published

models. The sample sizes in the simulation were also informed by the sample sizes found in

this review. The simulation study was based on these general findings, and motivated by

problems that can occur during model specification. One such problem regarding statistical

power is highlighted in the Applied Example in the next chapter.
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3 Applied Example

Moderated mediation analysis requires specifying a model, which includes determining the

role and order of each variable in the moderated mediation. Since the effect of the predictor

variable on the mediator and the effect of the mediator on the outcome variable can depend

on the level of other moderator variables, the direction or strength of the relationships may

differ. This is important because theory is what drives the decision of the role of each variable

(Fiedler et al., 2011), and nothing in the statistical model can determine if a variable is the

predictor, mediator, or outcome (Fiedler, Harris, & Schott, 2018). Models can vary based

on where different variables are in the model, but based on statistics alone it is equally likely

for the variables to be in any order, such as the mediator being the outcome instead of the

other way around (Pieters, 2017; Thoemmes & Ong, 2015). The output for the model does

not say if the variables are correctly specified.

Over- or under-specifying moderation effects in a mediation model, or misspecifying the

mediation model altogether, can lead to biased or incorrect estimates of the mediated effect

and potentially obscure important findings (Fiedler et al., 2018). In this dissertation chapter,

I describe an applied moderated mediation model, run two different moderated mediation

analyses using the same variables and data set but two different model specifications, then

examine the potential consequences of over-specifying a moderated mediation model. The

data were collected as part of an ongoing study about guilt and shame, and are used here

to illustrate how to test and interpret the moderated mediation effect properly. They are

also used to demonstrate what could happen if the model is over-specified. Since this is an

example using real data, it is impossible to know the true, correctly specified model in the

population. I will assume, for this example, that the “true” model is a moderated mediation

model with only one path moderated. This is mainly to demonstrate what could happen

with over-specifying a model, which I will also do to this model by moderating additional

paths. This will conclude with “missing” an effect in the over-specified model when that

effect was present in the model with fewer moderated paths. Had the order been reversed
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by defining the “true” model as the one with moderation on all paths, then fitting the model

with only one path moderated would be an example of an under-specification.

3.1 The Data

These data were collected in 2017 when I was an undergraduate research assistant at Seattle

Pacific University. The Principal Investigator for this study was Dr. Thomas Carpenter,

in the Moral Emotions Lab. Data were collected by recruiting participants from Amazon

Mechanical Turk (mturk.com). Participants were asked to recall a time they were personally

responsible for hurting or offending someone, write about that time, and then they filled

out several personality measures and concluded with a demographic questionnaire. Only

participants who consented into the study via the online consent form and provided a written

response to a narrative prompt were kept in the final sample. Data quality was assessed by

inspecting transgression narratives for non-serious participants. Seven did not provide valid

narratives and were removed.

3.1.1 Participants

The final sample size included for analysis in this study was 390 participants. The par-

ticipants (225 male, 165 female) identified as non-Hispanic White (74%), African American

(11%), Hispanic/Latinx (10%), Asian (7%), and other (3%) and were located in 44 US States

and the District of Columbia.

3.1.2 Measures

X: Age Age was measured in years. Age ranged from 20 to 54, Mage = 35.11, SDage =

10.41.

M : Repair Repair, a facet of guilt-proneness, comes from the guilt- and shame-proneness

scale measured developed and validated by T. R. Cohen, Wolf, Panter, and Insko (2011).
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Participants read a scenario (e.g., “A friend tells you that you boast a great deal. What is

the likelihood that you would stop spending time with that friend?”) and then indicated the

likelihood of the response on a 7-point Likert scale. Participants responded to four scenarios

that had to do specifically with this repair facet of guilt-proneness.

W : Empathy For the open-ended transgression narrative response, I created a codebook

of nine different themes that could be found within each narrative. These themes included

items such as expressions of remorse, any indications of intentionally harming the victim,

or whether the narrative contained empathy. A team of undergraduate research assistants

read through each narrative and coded based on each of these themes. These variables were

operationalized in a codebook I created, and research assistants had access to that codebook

and training materials throughout the coding process. All coded variables were binary,

indicating whether or not the narrative contained that particular theme. Each narrative was

triple-coded, and in the case of disagreement, the choice made by two of the three coders

was chosen. This process resulted in interrater reliability as measured with Cohen’s κ for

dichotomous variables to above .70 for each theme, which is reasonably high (S. Sun, 2011).

Y : Disclosure Disclosure was measured using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) software was used to

retrieve the word count of each narrative response. Word count tends to be a useful indicator

of narrative properties, as coding for positive and negative emotions using dictionaries tends

to be uncorrelated or weakly correlated with self-report measures of those same emotions

(J. Sun, Kaufman, & Smillie, 2018).

3.2 Theoretical Model

Conceptually, we were interested in several research questions with this data. Most re-

search questions focused on predicting the outcome variable disclosure (Fossum & Carpen-

ter, in prep). Specifically, how moral emotions such as shame-proneness and guilt-proneness
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(T. R. Cohen et al., 2011), or any of the facets of either emotion such as repair, predict

disclosure. There were several mediation hypotheses, including one about the repair facet

of guilt-proneness acting as a mediator in a relationship predicting disclosure. This model

uses age as an independent variable, based on a similar model from Carpenter, Isenberg,

and McDonald (2019). In Carpenter et al. (2019), researchers found an indirect effect of

age through repair, though they used a different outcome variable. Age was chosen as the

predictor variable in the Carpenter et al. (2019) model because there was not a variable

that predicts age, and guilt tends to decrease as people get older (Orth, Robins, & Soto,

2010). For the model used in this applied example, age was again the independent variable,

predicting higher levels of disclosure through the mediator repair. We also assumed that

the repair tendencies predict disclosure, and not the other way around, because the choice

to disclose information, even to a researcher, needs to be motivated by some internal feeling

(Tignor & Colvin, 2019).

For this applied example, the theoretical rationale was secondary to the analysis per-

forming in a particular way to demonstrate a significant index of moderated mediation not

being significant if the model is over-specified. The moderator chosen for this example was

empathy, specifically because empathy as a moderator on the path between age and repair

had a significant index of moderated mediation, and when empathy moderated all paths,

there was no significant index of moderated mediation. Some rationale for why empathy was

coded in the first place in the narratives is as follows. Empathy is a moral emotional process

(Tangney, Stuewig, & Mashek, 2007), which could be detected in narrative responses, used

here as the moderator because of research linking empathy to age (van Ggndy & Van Gundy,

2000). There also needs to be a justification for why the moderation is hypothesized occurs

on each path, in addition to specifying the theoretical mediation model from theory (Fiedler

et al., 2018). For example, the first model tested in this applied example has moderation on

the path between age and repair. This is somewhat justified with the finding from Lindsey,

Yun, and Hill (2007), where empathy was shown to moderate the relationship between an-
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ticipated guilt and motivation to help unknown others. For the other model in this applied

example where all paths are moderated, justification for each of the three interactions would

also be needed. This dissertation example is intended to show the potential impact of fitting

a model with all paths moderated without clear theoretical justification for each path.

3.2.1 Data Analytic Plan

The theoretical model described above with empathy moderating the path between age and

repair is Model 7 from Hayes’ PROCESS Macro numbering system (Hayes, 2022). The

independent variable is age, the mediator variable is repair, and the outcome variable was

disclosure. This model, with empathy only moderating one path, is shown in Figure 3.1 on

the left side. Then, PROCESS Model 59 was fit as an example of this model with all paths

moderated by empathy. This model is shown on the right side of Figure 3.1. These analyses

were done using the PROCESS macro in R with 5,000 bootstraps, and for reproducibility,

the seed was set to 90263.

Model 59 is considered to be an over-specified version of Model 7. This would happen if

the “true” DGP in the population is Model 7 with only one path moderated. Since this is

real data instead of a simulation, that claim cannot be substantiated. Instead, this is just

a demonstration of how a significant effect can be missed by using an over-specified model,

and that being cautious to not miss an effect and moderating every path may not be the

best option because it could potentially lead to missing a moderated effect.

3.3 Results

Model 7. A moderated mediation analysis was conducted using Hayes’ PROCESS Model 7

to examine the relationships between the independent variable (age), the mediator (repair),

the moderator (empathy), and the dependent variable (disclosure). The results showed a sig-

nificant index of moderated mediation (b = −0.22, SEboot = 0.09, CI95% = [−0.42,−0.07]).

There was a significant effect of age on repair conditional on there being no empathy in
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual diagrams of the moderated mediation models. The left is a conceptual
diagram of Model 7 and the right is Model 59.

the narrative, b = 0.16, p < .001, CI95% = [0.11, 0.22], and a significant effect of empathy

on repair conditional on age being zero, b = 3.57, p = .002, CI95% = [1.36, 5.79]. Addi-

tionally, there was a significant interaction between age and empathy on repair, b = −0.14,

p = .01, CI95% = [−0.24,−0.03]. There was also a significant effect of repair on disclosure,

b = 0.80, p < .001, CI95% = [0.40, 1.21], and age on disclosure (the direct effect), b = 1.60,

p < .001, CI95% = [0.74, 2.46]. The conditional indirect effect of age on disclosure through

repair was significant when empathy was not present in the narrative (b = 0.16, SEboot =

0.03, CI95% = [0.11, 0.22]), but not when empathy was present (b = 0.03, SEboot = 0.04,

CI95% = [−0.06, 0.12]).

Model 59. A moderated mediation analysis was conducted using Hayes’ PROCESS Model

59 to examine the relationships between the independent variable (age), the mediator (re-

pair), the moderator (empathy), and the dependent variable (disclosure) where all paths in

the mediation model are moderated by empathy. The results showed a nonsignificant index

of moderated mediation (b = −0.14, SEboot = 0.12, CI95% = [−0.36, 0.11]). There was,

however, a significant effect of age on repair conditional on there being no empathy in the

narrative, b = 0.16, p < .001, CI95% = [0.11, 0.22], and a significant effect of empathy on

repair conditional on age being zero, b = 3.57, p = .002, CI95% = [1.36, 5.79]. Additionally,

there was a significant interaction between age and empathy on repair, b = −0.14, p = .01,

CI95% = [−0.24,−0.03]. These results are the same as in Model 7 reported above, because
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the same variables are included in this first-stage moderated mediation. For Model 59, there

was also a significant effect of repair on disclosure conditional on there being no empathy

in the narrative, b = 1.20, p = .01, CI95% = [0.26, 2.14] and age on disclosure conditional

on there being no empathy in the narrative, b = 0.96, p < .001, CI95% = [0.49, 1.42], but

not a significant effect of empathy on disclosure conditional on age and repair being zero,

b = 10.76, p = .69, CI95% = [−41.45, 62.96]. There was also not a significant interaction be-

tween age and empathy on disclosure, b = −0.58, p = .20, CI95% = [−1.45, 0.30], or between

repair and empathy on disclosure, b = 0.91, p = 0.42, CI95% = [−1.31, 3.13]. Based on these

results, there is no evidence of moderated mediation, so no conditional indirect effects were

examined.

3.4 Discussion

Overall, one moderated mediation model found support for the indirect effect of age on dis-

closure through repair being moderated by empathy, and the other model did not. The only

difference between these models was how many paths in the mediation model were moder-

ated. These results have important implications for the importance of not over-specifying a

model without strong theoretical justification. This moderated relationship disappears when

an additional interaction is included in the model, with the path between age and repair also

moderated by empathy. No meaningful conclusions about moral emotions should be drawn

from this applied example, as it is used only for demonstration, to show how a significant

index of moderated mediation could be obscured by over-specifying a model.

This is an example of where specifying a model has the potential to be statistically

significant with fewer paths moderated than when all paths are moderated. A researcher

trying to “play it safe” by adding additional interactions into a mediation model, when those

additional interactions are not supported by theory, might be inadvertently causing a Type

II error and missing an effect that is truly present by over-specifying the model. Based on the

literature and this example, I do not recommend fitting more models than the hypothesized
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models and only reporting the significant ones, because that is a QRP (Fiedler & Schwarz,

2016; John et al., 2012). With so many published moderated mediation models using Models

58 and 59, with two or three paths moderated, there is a risk of true effects being missed.

This will be explored further in the following simulation study, investigating this finding

further to see if over-specified models tend to have decreased power compared to correctly

specified models.

Conclusions

The findings show that a significant index of moderated mediation could be present in one

model but not in another, depending on where the moderation occurs. Over-specifying a

model unnecessarily could potentially decrease power. PROCESS Model 7 and Model 59

were shown using the same moral emotions data and found a significant index of moderated

mediation only in the model with one path moderated and not in the model with all paths

moderated. Model 59 would be an over-specified version of Model 7 in this dissertation,

but there is no way to know which model reflects the true underlying mechanisms in the

population based on the statistical results. Due to this limitation, it is not recommended to

add moderation on a path simply to avoid potentially missing a significant result. However,

there is a risk then of under-specifying the model, and implications for this are explored

further in the simulation study. This result illustrates the importance of specification for

moderated mediation models.
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4 Simulation Study

The goal of the simulation study in this dissertation was to understand how over-specifying,

under-specifying, and completely misspecifying moderated mediation models affect statisti-

cal power and type I error rate. There were two core attributes for each analysis: the DGP,

(the true population moderated mediation model used to generate the data) and the data

analysis model (the model we used to analyze the data). Whether the data analysis model is

an over-specification, under-specification, or complete misspecification of the DGP is listed

in Table 4.1. Over-specified data analysis models include moderation on all the paths mod-

erated in the DGP, plus at least one additional path. Under-specified data analysis models

have at least one path included in the indirect effect moderated as in the DGP, but the data

analysis model does not include all the moderated paths from the DGP. The data analysis

model could include moderation on additional paths. Completely misspecified data analysis

models include moderation on exactly one path in the indirect effect, but it is not the same

one path moderated in the indirect effect as in the DGP. This simulation study examines

the effect of model over- and under-specification on power and the effect of complete model

misspecification on type I error rate.

Table 4.1: Analysis Model Specification Based on DGP
DGP Over-specified Under-specified Completely Misspecified
7 8, 58, 59 14, 15
8 59 7, 58 14, 15
14 15, 58, 59 7, 8
15 59 14, 58 7, 8
58 59 7, 8, 14, 15
59 7, 8, 14, 15, 58

Note. Moderated mediation DGP models (first column) and which analysis models are
over-specified, under-specified, or completely misspecified for that DGP.
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4.1 Method

This Monte Carlo simulation varied six factors to explore the effects of model specification on

power and type I error rate. I generated data using each one of the six DGPs, then fit the data

using all six data analysis models, one of which is correctly specified. We recorded statistical

power and/or type I error rate for each case, depending on if the analysis model is correctly

specified (power), over-specified (power), under-specified (power), or completely misspecified

(type I error rate). Simulated data analysis results were analyzed using multilevel logistic

regression with random intercepts to predict rejection of the null hypothesis that the index

of moderated mediation was 0, indicating either power or type I error rate, depending on the

type of specification. Model over- and under-specification were hypothesized to have lower

power than correct specification, and complete misspecification was hypothesized to have an

inflated type I error rate.

4.1.1 Simulation Conditions

This dissertation used a Monte Carlo simulation with an incomplete 6 (Between: Generating

Model) x 9 (Between: Sample Size) x 3 (Between: Effect Size Magnitude) x 2 (Between:

Normal or Dichotomous X) x 2 (Between: Normal or Dichotomous W ) x 6 (Within: Analysis

Model) factorial design. Table 4.2 lists each condition and the levels used. The design is

incomplete because Model 58 and 59 were only used as generating and/or analysis models

when W was dichotomous because the index of moderated mediation is undefined when W

is continuous.

4.1.2 Simulation Procedure

I used GAUSS 21 on a Windows server for data generation, generating 1,000 samples of

data in each condition. Based on deciles (with rounding) from the meta-analytic review,

using the 10th and 90th percentiles (inter-decile range) as the maximum and minimum, I

chose nine sample sizes to include in this study to best represent typical sample sizes used in
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Table 4.2: Simulation Conditions
Design Factor Levels
Generating Model (6) Between 7 | 8 | 14 | 15 | 58 | 59
Sample Size (9) Between 100 | 150 | 200 | 250 | 300 | 400 | 500 | 750 | 1,000
Effect Size Magnitude (3) Between 1% | 3% | 5%
X Generation (2) Between Dichotomous | Continuous
W Generation (2) Between Dichotomous | Continuous
Analysis Model (6) Within 7 | 8 | 14 | 15 | 58 | 59

Note. The number in the parentheses after each factor indicates the number of levels for
that condition. Models 58 and 59 were only included for data generation and data analysis

when W was dichotomous.

moderated mediation studies. Sample sizes included were 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500,

750, and 1,000. Four variables were generated in a piecewise manner: the primary predictor

X, the moderator W, the mediator M, and the primary outcome Y. In all cases, X and

the moderator W were independent and generated randomly from either a standard normal

distribution (continuous cases) or assigned with equal allocation to each level (dichotomous

cases).

Based on the DGP, Equations from Table 1.1 were used to generate M and Y. Data were

generated under these six conditions: W moderating only the X to M path (Model 7), the X

to M path and X to Y path (Model 8), only the M to Y path (Model 14), the M to Y path

and X to Y path (Model 15), the X to M path and M to Y path (Model 58, dichotomous

W only), or all paths (Model 59, dichotomous W only).

In each data generation equation, the coefficients were determined as follows. I set the

variance explained by the X to M path and the M to Y path at 7% each as a commonly

seen effect size in psychological research (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007), with each interaction

accounting for an additional 1%, 3%, or 5% of explained variance. When multiple interactions

were included in the model, they were all set to be the same size and direction1. Additionally,

when W is included in an interaction, it also has a main effect set to explain 7% of the

variance in the outcome (e.g., a2, c′2, or b2). Path coefficients were calculated correspondingly
1This caused multi-interaction DGPs to have a higher overall effect size.
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by taking the square root of these R2 effect sizes. For example, the path coefficient is
√
.07 = .26 when X and M are standardized. Residuals for both the model predicting

M and predicting Y were generated from a normal distribution centered at 0, with the

standard deviation incorporating the path coefficients included in the equation to ensure

the proportion of explained variance remains as expected and the standard deviation of

the outcome is always 1 (i.e., standardized)2. For example, the standard deviation of the

residuals in the equation predicting M when the X to M path was moderated was adjusted

to be
√
1− (a21 + a22 + a23), where a1 = .26, a2 = .26, and a3 = .10, .17, or .22. I focus on

observed variable systems, and since OLS provides the same estimates as maximum likelihood

in this case but is computationally less complex (Hayes, Montoya, & Rockwood, 2017), OLS

is used throughout to estimate coefficients. The variance of the product term was always

equal to one when the predictor variables were independent, based on how the predictor

variables were defined to always have a variance of one and a mean of zero. Variables

X and W were generated independently to have a covariance of zero. When interacting

variables both have a mean of zero, the variance of the product term is the product of both

individual variances (Bohrnstedt & Goldberger, 1969). Since both variances are one, the

variance of the product is also one. To keep the variance equal to one in the dichotomous

case, the two categories were coded as -1 and 1 because the variance of that variable where

the categories are equally allocated is one. For this reason, equal allocation was always used

in the dichotomous conditions.

Once data generation was complete, data analysis models were fit to each sample of

generated data. Each sample was analyzed with all four (continuous W ) or six (dichotomous

W ) analysis models. Models were analyzed using the percentile bootstrap confidence interval

set at 95% with 1,000 bootstraps, done for each of the 1,000 samples of data, with the decision

of whether or not to reject the null hypothesis based on the confidence interval made for
2This is only true in cases where the predictor variables are independent. For these moderated mediation

models, the variance of M was 1, but not Y. This could be part of the reason why results show greater effects
of second-stage moderation than first-stage moderation.
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each sample (Efron & Tibshirani, 1994).

4.1.3 Performance Metrics

There were two outcomes of interest in this study: statistical power and type I error rate

for the index of moderated mediation. Both were calculated as the proportion of the 1,000

generated samples that had a statistically significant result in each condition, which is the

rejection rate. Whether the resulting rejection rate is considered power or type I error de-

pended on the specification of the analysis model: correctly specified (power), over-specified

(power), under-specified (power), or completely misspecified (type I error). Table 4.1 shows

which data analysis models would be considered an over-specification, under-specification,

or complete misspecification from the DGP. I calculated the rejection rate for the index of

moderated mediation for Models 7, 8, 14, and 15 with both dichotomous and continuous W ,

and for Models 58 and 59 with dichotomous W (Fairchild & MacKinnon, 2009).

Power was calculated when the model was correctly specified, over-specified, or under-

specified. Correctly specified models should accurately detect effects, providing a baseline

power level that can be used to compare to the over- or under-specified models. Rejection

rates from over-specified models indicate power because while additional parameters are in-

cluded in the DGP that are not in the data analysis model, a significant index of moderated

mediation would still be detecting an effect that truly exists. Power was also determined for

under-specified models because these models should still have a significant index of moder-

ated mediation based on their DGP. For both over-specified and under-specified models, a

path with an interaction term from the DGP must be included in the data analysis model

based on how we defined over- and under-specification, so a significant effect is detecting an

effect that truly exists from the DGP.

Type I error rate was calculated in the same way as power, but for models where the

data analysis model was completely misspecified. I only included completely misspecified

models because these were the cases where a type I error is possible. A significant index of
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moderated mediation would have to be from an interaction in the data analysis model that

is nonexistent in the DGP, meaning it is 0 in the population. Because there is no comparison

group for type I error and previous simulations in mediation analysis have found that type

I error rates often differ from 0.05 for correctly specified models (Yzerbyt et al., 2018), the

criteria from Bradley (1978) and Serlin (2000) were used to classify type I error rates as

overly conservative or liberal (.025 to .075, and .035 to .065, respectively).

4.2 Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1: Over-specification and Power

• H1a: I hypothesized that the statistical power of the index of moderated mediation

will be lower for over-specified models compared to correctly specified models.

• H1b: I also hypothesized that power will be lower for over-specified data analysis

models with additional moderated paths. For example, if the DGP is Model 7, then

Models 8, 58, and 59 are all over-specified. Models 8 and 58 have two moderated paths

but Model 59 has three. I hypothesized that for cases like this, for models with more

moderated paths (Model 59), power will be lower than models with fewer moderated

paths (Models 8 and 58).

Hypothesis 2: Under-specification and Power

• H2a: I hypothesized that the statistical power of the index of moderated mediation

would be lower for under-specified models compared to correctly specified models.

• H2b: I also hypothesized that under-specified models would have higher parameter

bias than correctly specified models.

Hypothesis 3: Complete Misspecification and Type I Error Rate

• H3a: I hypothesized that the type I error rate would be too high according to criteria

set by (Bradley, 1978) and (Serlin, 2000) in completely misspecified models.
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• H3b: I also hypothesized that the type I error rate would be higher in cases where the

analysis model includes two moderated paths (i.e., Models 8 and 15) compared to one

(i.e., Models 7 and 14).

4.2.1 Analysis Plan

To test several of the hypotheses (specifically Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 2a, and 3b as these require

inference), I used multilevel logistic regression with random intercepts for the within-subjects

factor of data analysis model to predict rejection (either power or type I error rate). The

rejection was a binary 0/1 indicator from the simulation where 0 indicates the confidence

interval includes zero, and 1 indicates zero was excluded from the confidence interval. Rejec-

tion rate was the proportion of samples that were rejected. I fit two separate models for each

hypothesis requiring inference that included Models 58 and 59 because it was an incomplete

design: one model for continuous W and one model for dichotomous W (since Models 58

and 59 were only used as generating and analysis models when W was dichotomous). As

such, Hypotheses 1a, 1b, and 2a will have two results reported in the results section: one

from the continuous W model, and one from the dichotomous W model. For Hypothesis 3b,

only one model was fit because Models 58 and 59 were completely excluded because those

two models could never be completely misspecified.

For each coefficient, both statistical significance and effect size were determined. Statisti-

cal significance was determined by the p value on the coefficient from the logistic regression.

Only coefficients with a p value less than .001 were considered to be statistically significant.

Additionally, because it was predicted that many coefficients would be statistically signifi-

cant, I also report the odds ratio as a measure of effect size. Wald chi-square tests were used

to test sets of fixed effects when the factor had more than two categories. Parameter bias

was also calculated for the index of moderated mediation as the estimated value minus the

true population value set in the simulation. Parameter bias is reported for over-, under-,

and completely misspecified models. Tests for specific hypotheses are described below.
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To test Hypotheses 1a-b, I only included over-specified and correctly specified models.

The multilevel logistic regression had six main effects: analysis model specification (over-

vs. correct), sample size (sequentially coded), number of moderated paths in the analysis

model (sequentially coded), generating model (dummy coded), magnitude of the effect size

(sequentially coded), and type of X (continuous vs. dichotomous).

• H1a: This hypothesis was tested specifically by looking at the main effect of the over-

specified vs. correctly specified model indicator variable.

• H1b: This hypothesis was tested specifically by looking at the main effect of the number

of moderated paths variable and using a table.

To test Hypotheses 2a-b, I only included under-specified and correctly specified mod-

els. The multilevel logistic regression (only required for Hypothesis 2a) also had six main

effects: analysis model specification (under- vs. correct), generating model (dummy coded),

sample size (sequentially coded), magnitude of the effect size (sequentially coded), type of

X (continuous vs. dichotomous), and number of moderated paths in the analysis model

(sequentially coded). Two separate models were again fit, one for continuous W and one for

dichotomous W , producing two results for each hypothesis.

• H2a: This hypothesis was tested specifically by looking at the main effect of the under-

specified vs. correctly specified model indicator variable.

• H2b: This hypothesis was tested by comparing the parameter bias of the index of

moderated mediation between under-specified models and correctly specified models.

Using criteria from Forero, Maydeu-Olivares, and Gallardo-Pujol (2009), relative bias

below 10% was considered acceptable. Values from 10% to 20% indicated substantial

bias, whereas those above 20% were deemed unacceptable.

To test Hypotheses 3a-b, I only included completely misspecified models. The multilevel

logistic regression (only required for Hypothesis 3b) had six main effects: the number of
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moderated paths in the analysis model (one vs. two), generating model (dummy coded),

sample size (sequentially coded), the magnitude of the effect size (sequentially coded), type

of X (continuous vs. dichotomous), and type of W (continuous vs. dichotomous). Instead of

two separate models for continuous vs. dichotomous moderators like the models predicting

power, the type of W variable was included as a main effect because Models 58 and 59 were

never completely misspecified analysis models.

• H3a: This hypothesis was tested by comparing the type I error rate from each condition

of complete misspecification to the criteria set by Bradley (1978) and Serlin (2000).

• H3b: This hypothesis was tested specifically by looking at the main effect of the number

of moderated paths in the analysis model variable.

4.3 Results

The following results are presented by hypothesis because each hypothesis focused on a

different type of misspecification. The goal was to understand which factors had the potential

to increase or decrease statistical power, or increase or decrease type I error rate in cases of

complete model misspecification. For Hypothesis 1, which focused on over-specified models

compared to correctly specified models, the outcome was statistical power. For Hypothesis 2,

which focused on under-specified models compared to correctly specified models, the outcome

was also statistical power. For Hypothesis 3, which focused on completely misspecified

models, the outcome was type I error rate. From the simulated data, each case represents

a single data analysis model fit on a sample of generated data, and the data analysis model

may or may not match the DGP. For each hypothesis, I fit multilevel logistic regression

models to the raw simulation results predicting rejection from each simulated sample of data

in each condition, to examine the effects of the manipulated factors in the simulation. In each

model, the outcome was the rejection of the null hypothesis (null hypothesis: the index of

moderated mediation is 0), indicating either statistical power or type I error rate depending
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on how the data analysis model was specified compared to the DGP. Each multilevel logistic

regression model produced coefficients in log odds, and to test for statistical significance any

p values less than .001 were considered statistically significant. To report an effect size, odds

ratios were created by exponentiation of the coefficients in log odds. Several positive checks

of the simulation results were included in all models and are presented here before the full

simulation results.

Positive Checks

Over-specified Models As a positive check for the simulation data, sample size was as

expected a significant predictor of statistical power with both continuous and dichotomous

moderators, controlling for analysis model specification, number of moderated paths in the

analysis model, DGP, magnitude of the effect size, and type of X variable. A Wald test

for the set of fixed effects corresponding to sample size (sequentially coded) was significant

for both the continuous moderator model and dichotomous moderator model, χ2 = 711.18,

p < .001 and χ2 = 89.79, p < .001, respectively. All of the coefficients from the model had

odds ratios above 1, indicating that the power to detect a significant indirect effect is always

higher at higher sample sizes. As the power curves in the figures show, power increases most

drastically with regards to sample size when sample sizes are lower, then tends to level off

at higher sample sizes.

Additionally, the magnitude of the effect size was indeed a significant predictor of sta-

tistical power with both continuous and dichotomous moderators, controlling for analysis

model specification, sample size, number of moderated paths in the analysis model, DGP,

and type of X variable. A Wald test for the set of two fixed effects corresponding to effect

size (sequentially coded for medium compared to small and large compared to medium) was

significant for both the continuous moderator model and dichotomous moderator model,

χ2 = 799.32, p < .001 and χ2 = 781.26, p < .001, respectively. All of the coefficients from

the model had odds ratios above 1, indicating that power to detect a significant indirect
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effect is always higher at higher effect sizes. This is shown in Figure 4.1 and in Figure 4.2

by the rows, with larger effect sizes having higher power. This is clearest in the correctly

specified models because only one data analysis model was used.

Under-specified Models Sample size was as expected a significant predictor of statistical

power in both models in both the continuous and dichotomous moderator models for under-

specified and correctly specified models, controlling for analysis model specification, number

of moderated paths in the analysis model, DGP, magnitude of the effect size, and type of X

variable. A Wald test for the set of fixed effects corresponding to sample size (sequentially

coded) was significant for both the continuous moderator model and dichotomous moderator

model, χ2 = 770.65, p < .001 and χ2 = 1227.90, p < .001, respectively. All of the coefficients

from the model had odds ratios above 1, indicating that power to detect a significant indirect

effect is always higher at higher sample sizes. As the power curves in the figures show, power

still increases most drastically with regards to sample size when sample sizes are lower, then

tends to level off at the higher sample sizes, though each coefficient on sample size remains

statistically significant even at the highest sample sizes.

Additionally, the magnitude of the effect size was indeed a significant predictor of statis-

tical power in both models, controlling for analysis model specification, sample size, number

of moderated paths in the analysis model, DGP, and type of X variable. A Wald test for the

set of two fixed effects corresponding to effect size (sequentially coded for medium compared

to small and large compared to medium) was significant for both the continuous moderator

model and dichotomous moderator model, χ2 = 915.02, p < .001 and χ2 = 807.60, p < .001,

respectively. All of the coefficients from the model had odds ratios above 1, indicating that

power to detect a significant indirect effect is always higher at higher effect sizes. This is

shown in Figure 4.3 and in Figure 4.4 by the rows, with larger effect sizes having higher

power. This remains clearest in the correctly specified models because only one data anal-

ysis model was used. The pattern still holds in Figure 4.4, but for Models 8 and 15 there
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are two possible under-specifications, so power is higher for higher effect sizes within each

under-specified analysis model. For Models 58 and 59, where there are four or five possible

under-specifications, respectively, effect size magnitude is more clearly separated regardless

of the under-specified analysis model.

Completely Misspecified Models Sample size was as expected a significant predictor of

type I error rate, controlling for the number of moderated paths in the analysis model, DGP,

magnitude of the effect size, and type of X variable. A Wald test for the set of fixed effects

corresponding to sample size (sequentially coded) was significant, χ2 = 203.65, p < .001.

However, only the first two sequentially coded sample size comparisons were significantly

different from the previous sample size, indicating that this is more of an issue with smaller

sample sizes.

Additionally, the magnitude of the effect size was indeed a significant predictor of type

I error rate, controlling for analysis model specification, sample size, number of moderated

paths in the analysis model, DGP, and type of X variable. A Wald test for the set of two

fixed effects corresponding to effect size (sequentially coded for medium compared to small

and large compared to medium) was significant, χ2 = 46.69, p < .001. Both coefficients from

the model had odds ratios above 1, indicating type I errors are more common at higher effect

sizes. However from Figure 4.5 which separates out effect sizes by row, this statistical effect

could be driven mainly by the inflated type I error rates of using Model 14 as the analysis

model when the DGP was Model 8, where the difference is even more pronounced at larger

effect sizes.

4.4 Statistical Power in Over-specified Models

The first hypothesis examined factors affecting statistical power in over-specified moderated

mediation models compared to correct specification. The factors tested in this model in-

cluded model specification, DGP, sample size, the magnitude of the effect size, type of X,
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and the number of moderated paths in the analysis model. I fit two separate multilevel

logistic regression models, one for continuous W and one for dichotomous W . Table 4.3

shows that power for models with continuous moderators compared to dichotomous moder-

ators is similar. There were 324,000 cases in the continuous model, and 810,000 cases in the

dichotomous model. The results from both models were similar, with a few notable excep-

tions described in this section. All numerical results in this section will be presented first for

the continuous moderator model, then for the dichotomous moderator model. Results are

separated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 for continuous and dichotomous moderators, respec-

tively. In both figures, the columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent the effect

size of the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome

of power is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by the size of the model

specification by color (grey for correct specification; pink for over-specification) and analysis

model (shape).
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Figure 4.1: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a con-
tinuous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect size of
the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome of power
is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model specification by
color (grey for correct specification; pink for over-specification) and analysis model (shape).
For clarity, the figure is shown for continuous X only. Additional figures are provided in the
Appendix with dichotomous X.
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Figure 4.2: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a di-
chotomous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect
size of the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome
of power is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model
specification by color (grey for correct specification; pink for over-specification) and analysis
model (shape). For clarity, the figure is shown for continuous X only. Additional figures are
provided in the Appendix with dichotomous X.
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H1a: Model Specification Hypothesis 1a was supported. Model specification was a

significant predictor of statistical power in both the analysis using continuous moderators

and dichotomous moderators, controlling for sample size, number of moderated paths in

the analysis model, DGP, magnitude of the effect size, and type of X variable. For over-

specified models compared to correctly specified models, we saw a significant difference in

power, b = −0.14, CI95%[−0.16,−0.11], p < .001, OR = 0.87 in the continuous moderator

model, and b = −0.69, CI95%[−0.72,−0.66], p < .001, OR = 0.50 in the dichotomous

moderator model, holding all other variables constant. Power is lower for over-specified

models compared to correctly specified models. With continuous moderators, the largest

difference in power between a correctly specified model and an over-specified model was

trivial: .896 compared to .891, respectively, occurring when the sample size was set to

300, X was continuous, the effect size was medium, the over-specified data analysis model

was Model 8, and the DGP was Model 7. In contrast, with dichotomous moderators, the

difference in power was much larger. The biggest difference happened between Model 14 as

the DGP and Model 59 as the data analysis model, when the sample size was 300, X was

dichotomous, and the effect size was medium. The correctly specified model had .980 power,

while Model 58 had .320 power, and Model 59 had .308 power. Power between Model 58

and 59 when both were over-specified tended to have the smallest differences overall.

While the odds ratios seem to indicate the effect with dichotomous moderators is more

salient, this appears to be confounded by the fact that the dichotomous moderators include

Models 58 and 59, which seem to have the biggest decrease in power when used as the data

analysis model in an over-specification. Looking at Figure 4.1, the power curves for the

over-specified models look similar to the correctly specified models, though slightly lower.

In Figure 4.2, the difference in power appears most prominent when the data analysis model

is Models 58 or 59 and it is over-specified. Also, based on the figures, when Models 14 and

15 are used for data analysis and they are over-specified (i.e., the DGP is Model 7 or 14,

respectively), power is not as affected as when Models 58 or 59 are used for data analysis. In
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Figure 4.2, Model 59 does not appear to have much lower power than Model 58 when both

are over-specifications (seen when the DGP is Model 7 or Model 14).

A subset of power estimates from the simulation is shown in Table 4.3, where power is

shown for every combination of analysis model (column) and DGP (row). Power for both

continuous moderators (top) and dichotomous moderators (bottom) are shown. For clarity,

only medium interaction effect sizes are shown, with continuous X and a sample size of

300 since it was the median sample size. Consistent with the results from the analyses,

over-specified models all have lower power than correctly specified models. The difference

in power is greatest for Models 7, 8, 14, and 15 when compared to Models 58 and 59 when

Models 58 and 59 are over-specifications. Over-specifying Model 59 when the DGP was

Model 58 did not show a decrease in power.

H1b: Number of Moderated Paths Hypothesis 1b was supported. The number of

moderated paths in the analysis model was a significant predictor of statistical power in

both models, controlling for analysis model specification, sample size, DGP, the magnitude

of the effect size, and type of X variable. Since Model 59 is the only model with three

paths moderated, and it was excluded from the continuous moderator analyses, the only

test for this was the comparison between two moderated paths and one moderated path in

the analysis model. This test was significant, b = −0.49, CI95%[−0.52,−0.46], p < .001,

OR = 0.61, indicating that power to detect a significant index of moderated mediation is

lower with more moderated paths in the data analysis model. With dichotomous moderators,

Model 59 was included, so the number of paths moderated in the analysis model could be 1,

2, or 3. A Wald test for the set of fixed effects corresponding to the number of paths in the

analysis model was significant in the dichotomous moderator model, χ2 = 5587.00, p < .001,

also indicating that power is lower with more moderated paths in the analysis model.

Type of X There was no significant difference in power for continuous or dichotomous

predictor X, in either the model with a continuous moderator, b = −0.09, p = 0.39,
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Analysis Model
DGP Model 7 Model 8 Model 14 Model 15 Model 58 Model 59

7 .846 .839
.868 .860 .298 .291

8 .896 .891
.896 .891 .349 .289

14 .872 .832
.881 .868 .352 .349

15 .958 .847
.980 .861 .324 .308

58
.892 .881 .866 .842 .980 .980

59
.881 .879 .956 .810 .977 .970

Table 4.3: Table showing statistical power (proportion of correctly rejected hypothesis tests
for the index of moderated mediation) from the simulation. Power for continuous moderators
(top number in each cell) and dichotomous moderators (bottom number in each cell) are
shown. The columns represent the data analysis model, and the rows represent the DGP.
All power is for continuous W with a medium interaction effect size at sample size 300.
Completely missing cells are complete model misspecification where power was not reported,
and cells missing the continuous power value were undefined (either the data analysis model
or DGP was Model 58 or 59). Power for over-specified models are bold and power for
under-specified models are italicized. The diagonal is correct specifications.

CI95% = [−0.30, 0.12], OR = 0.91 or dichotomous moderator, b = −0.02, p = 0.83,

CI95% = [−0.17, 0.13], OR = 0.98. Due to there being no significant difference, only contin-

uous X is shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Additional figures showing dichotomous X

as well are in the Appendix.

Parameter Bias Parameter bias was only slightly worse for over-specified models com-

pared to correctly specified models. All relative bias values were well under the threshold

for acceptable bias of under .1 (Forero et al., 2009). Average relative bias across all sample

sizes and effect sizes for over-specified models ranged from -0.0027 to 0.0022, compared to
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correctly specified models which ranged from -0.0031 to 0.0026. Relative bias was highest for

over-specified models at the smallest effect size, where the highest bias was seen with Model

58 as the data analysis model and Model 7 as the DGP, at -0.011. Relative bias was also

highest for over-specified models at smaller sample sizes, where there the bias with Model

58 as the data analysis model and Model 7 as the DGP was -0.014.

Exploratory: Interactions Model A model containing all possible two-way through

six-way interactions was fit, but none of the interactions were significant at the α = .001

level for either the continuous moderator model or the dichotomous moderator model.

4.5 Statistical Power in Under-specified Models

The second hypothesis examined factors affecting statistical power in under-specified mod-

erated mediation models compared to correct specification. The factors tested in this model

included model specification, DGP, sample size, magnitude of the effect size, type of X, and

number of moderated paths in the analysis model. I again fit two separate multilevel logis-

tic regression models, one for continuous W and one for dichotomous W . Table 4.3 shows

that power for models with continuous moderators compared to dichotomous moderators

are similar. There were 324,000 cases in the continuous model, and 1,026,000 cases in the

dichotomous model. The results from both models were again similar, with a few notable

exceptions described in this section. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 also contain visualizations

for under-specified models in the bottom row.
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Figure 4.3: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a con-
tinuous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect size of
the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome of power
is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model specification by
color (grey for correct specification; teal for under-specification) and analysis model (shape).
For clarity, the figure is shown for continuous X only. Additional figures are provided in the
Appendix with dichotomous X.
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Figure 4.4: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a di-
chotomous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect
size of the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome
of power is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model spec-
ification by color (grey for correct specification; teal for under-specification) and analysis
model (shape). For clarity, the figure is shown for continuous X only. Additional figures are
provided in the Appendix with dichotomous X.

H2a: Model Specification Hypothesis 2a had mixed support from the multilevel logistic

regression models. Model specification was a significant predictor of statistical power in the

continuous moderator model, b = 0.55, p < .001, CI95% = [0.53, 0.57], OR = 1.73, controlling

for sample size, number of moderated paths in the analysis model, DGP, magnitude of the

effect size, and type of X variable. This suggests that the odds of detecting a significant

index of moderated mediation are 1.73 times higher for under-specified models compared

to correctly specified models. For under-specified models compared to correctly specified

models in the dichotomous moderator model, b = −1.41, p < .001, CI95% = [−1.42,−1.39],
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OR = 0.25. This suggests that the odds of detecting a significant index of moderated

mediation are lower for under-specified models compared to correctly specified models.

While Hypothesis 2a had mixed results based on the odds ratios, a more nuanced pattern

emerged when looking at the findings by moderated mediation model. In Figure 4.3, when

Model 8 was under-specified (Model 7), power tended to be the same for both specifications,

though at the smallest sample sizes, the under-specified model appeared to have slightly

higher power. However, when Model 15 was under-specified (Model 14), the under-specified

model had higher power at most sample sizes. When the DGP has moderation in the direct

effect, but the data analysis model only allows for moderation on the path involved in the

indirect effect predicting Y, we see higher statistical power. Figure 4.4, the same patterns

from the continuous moderator models are visible. In addition, much larger differences in

power are shown with the inclusion of Models 58 and 59. Most noticeably, when Models 8

and 15 were under-specified and Model 58 was used as the analysis model, power was much

lower.

This is consistent with the subset of results shown in Table 4.3. When Model 58 was

an under-specification of Model 8 or Model 15, the greatest decrease in power was shown,

going from .891 to .349 or from .861 to .324, respectively. When Model 58 or 59 was under-

specified, power was also lower (except when Model 59 was under-specified as Model 58,

where power went from .970 to .977). Under-specification showed increased power when the

analysis model matched the DGP but omitted moderation on the direct effect (i.e., Model

7 as the data analysis model when Model 8 was the DGP, or Model 14 as the data analysis

model when Model 15 was the DGP). However, these increases in power were very small, with

gains between .005-.119. These were the only under-specifications found with a continuous

moderator, so the coefficient indicating higher power for under-specified models came from

this pattern. This same pattern was seen with dichotomous moderators as well, though much

larger differences in power with Models 58 and 59 included and are likely responsible for the

coefficient indicating decreased power with under-specified models.
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H2b: Parameter Bias Hypothesis 2b was supported. The average relative bias for

under-specified models ranged from -0.003 to 0.447. The only three model specifications at

an acceptable level of relative bias under .1 were all under .01 as well, and these were when

the data analysis model was Model 14 and the DGP was Model 58, or the data analysis

model was Model 15 and the DGP was Model 58 or 59. The relative bias was negative in

each case, indicating that the estimated index of moderated mediation was slightly lower

than the true parameter. In these cases with low bias, the data analysis model only omits

moderation of the X to M path. All other model combinations had bias over .2, which is

unacceptable according to guidelines set by Forero et al. (2009). The highest bias (average

relative bias = 0.447) occurred using Model 7 as the analysis model and Model 59 as the

DGP. The average relative bias when Model 14 was used for data analysis and Model 59 was

the DGP was only 0.289, which is similar to the cases with acceptable relative bias, except

for omission of moderation of the direct effect. The next highest bias was with Model 7 as

the analysis model and Model 58 as the DGP (average relative bias = 0.313). Relative bias

generally worsens at larger effect sizes, with the highest average relative bias when Model 7

was used for data analysis and Model 59 was the DGP was 0.541 (and 0.354 with a small

effect). Sample size appears to matter less, though relative bias is largest at smaller sample

sizes, with the average relative bias when Model 7 was used for data analysis and Model 59

was the DGP being 0.475 when the sample size was 100, and 0.433 when the sample size

was 1,000.

Number of Moderated Paths Number of moderated paths in the analysis model was

a significant predictor of statistical power in both models, controlling for analysis model

specification, sample size, DGP, magnitude of the effect size, and type of X variable. Here

again, since Model 59 is the only model with three paths moderated, it was excluded from

the continuous moderator analyses. The only test for this was the comparison between two

moderated paths and one moderated path in the analysis model. This test was significant,
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b = −1.12, CI95%[−1.14,−1.11], p < .001, OR = 0.33, indicating that power to detect a

significant index of moderated mediation is lower with more moderated paths in the data

analysis model. A Wald test for the set of fixed effects corresponding to the number of paths

in the analysis model was significant in the dichotomous moderator model, χ2 = 6797.00,

p < .001. Similar to the over-specified model, both of the individual coefficients had odds

ratios below 1, indicating that the power to detect a significant indirect effect is lower with

more moderated paths in the data analysis model.

Type of X There was again no significant difference in power for continuous or di-

chotomous predictor X, in either the model with a continuous moderator, b = −0.10,

p = .34, CI95% = [−0.29, 0.10], OR = 0.91 or dichotomous moderator, b = −0.05, p = .54,

CI95% = [−0.22, 0.12], OR = 0.95.

Exploratory: Interactions Model A model containing all possible two-way through

six-way interactions was fit, but none of the interactions were significant at the α = .001

level for either the continuous moderator model or the dichotomous moderator model.

4.6 Type I Error Rate in Completely Misspecified Models

The third hypothesis examined factors affecting statistical type I error rate in completely

misspecified models. The factors tested in this model included the number of moderated

paths in the analysis model, DGP, sample size, magnitude of the effect size, type of X

variable, and type of W variable. For the outcome of type I error rate, I only fit one

multilevel logistic regression model, because the index of moderated mediation was always

defined (Models 58 and 59 were never considered completely misspecified analysis models).

There were 864,000 cases in this model. Figure 4.5 provides a visualization for these results.

In the figure, the columns represent the data analysis model. Sample size is displayed on

the horizontal axis, and type I error rate is on the vertical axis. Results are split up by the

size of the interaction effect (rows) and analysis model (color).
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Parameter bias is still a problem in these models because in all cases, the parameter of

interest (index of moderated mediation) should be zero. Relative bias, therefore, was not

calculable. The average parameters that should be zero instead ranged from less than 0.0001

to 0.0114 when the data analysis was done using Model 14 when Model 8 was the DGP. This

was higher at higher effect sizes (ranging from 0.007-0.015 when separated by effect size),

but was less variable by sample size (ranging from 0.011-0.013, with higher bias at lower

sample sizes).

H3a: Type I Error Rates Hypothesis 3a was partially supported. Results showed very

few conditions to have type I error rates that were too conservative, with only 1.27% of the

864 conditions having type I error rates below .025 (Bradley criteria) and 6.48% of conditions

having type I error rates below .035 (Serlin criteria). There was no noticeable factor common

across these conservative conditions. However, more conditions had type I error rates that

were too liberal. Around 10.19% were too liberal (Bradley criteria), and among these, all

but two are conditions where the DGP is Model 8 and the data analysis model is Model 14.

As shown in Figure 4.5, the other two cases with type I error rates that exceed Bradley’s

criteria have Model 7 as the DGP and either Model 14 or Model 15 as the data analysis

model. Both happen when the effect size is large. Using Serlin’s criteria, this proportion of

overly liberal type I error rates increases to 13.31%, and the only noticeable pattern is that

these rates tend to occur when the sample size is higher.
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Figure 4.5: Figure displaying type I error rate for moderated mediation models. The columns
represent the data analysis model. Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and type
I error rate on the vertical axis. Results are split up by size of the interaction effect (rows)
and analysis model (color). For clarity, the figure is shown for continuous X only. Additional
figures are provided in the Appendix with dichotomous X, and separated by continuous and
dichotomous W .

Table 4.4 shows type I error rates by sample size. The columns are separated by the

analysis model, and the rows are the DGP. Results are separated by effect size, with Table 4.4

showing results when the coefficient on the interaction term was .17 (medium). In Table 4.4,

all of the type I error rates that are too liberal according to Bradley’s criteria are found with

Model 14 as the analysis model and Model 8 as the DGP. A few type I error rates that are

either too liberal or too conservative using Serlin’s criteria are also shown. Additional tables

by effect size are available in the Appendix.
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Analysis Model Analysis Model
Sample Size DGP Model 7 Model 8 DGP Model 14 Model 15
100 14 .045 .045 7 .030 .039

15 .033 .040 8 .063 .035

150 14 .034 .033 7 .043 .048
15 .042 .043 8 .079 .036

200 14 .054 .050 7 .055 .056
15 .040 .041 8 .093 .053

250 14 .063 .061 7 .046 .051
15 .049 .053 8 .109 .056

300 14 .058 .058 7 .052 .053
15 .056 .058 8 .122 .054

400 14 .072 .075 7 .040 .050
15 .066 .066 8 .136 .050

500 14 .056 .056 7 .045 .048
15 .057 .057 8 .170 .042

750 14 .045 .045 7 .062 .055
15 .045 .045 8 .204 .056

1,000 14 .051 .051 7 .060 .062
15 .052 .052 8 .289 .063

Table 4.4: Type I error rate by sample size. The columns represent the data analysis model,
and the DGP is listed in the row. Type I error rates in the table are shown only for medium
effects with continuous X and continuous W . Type I error rates exceeding criteria set by
Serlin (2000) are in italics and rates exceeding criteria set by Bradley (1978) are in bold.

H3b: Number of Moderated Paths Hypothesis 3b was supported, but in the opposite

direction as hypothesized. The number of moderated paths in the analysis model was a

significant predictor of statistical type I error rate, controlling for sample size, DGP, magni-

tude of the effect size, and type of X variable. The test for this was the comparison between

two moderated paths and one moderated path in the analysis model, b = −0.45, p < .001,

CI95% = [−0.47,−0.43], OR = 0.64. This suggests that the odds of making a type I error are
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0.64 times lower for analysis models with two moderated paths compared to one moderated

path. Based on Figure 4.5, this pattern is likely attributed to the highly inflated type I error

rate of using Model 14 as the analysis model when the DGP was Model 8 because Model 14

only has one moderated path.

Type of X and W There was no significant difference in type I error rate for continuous

or dichotomous predictor X, b = 0.005, p = .82, CI95% = [−0.04, 0.05], OR = 1.00. Addi-

tionally, there was no significant difference in type I error rate for continuous or dichotomous

predictor W , b = −0.02, p = .46, CI95% = [−0.06, 0.03], OR = 0.98. Plots showing these

relationships for dichotomous x, and split up by type of W variable are provided in the

Appendix.

Exploratory: Interactions Model A model containing all possible two-way through

six-way interactions was fit, but none of the interactions were significant at the α = .001

level.

4.7 Discussion

The simulation study in this dissertation aimed to investigate how over-specifying, under-

specifying, and completely misspecifying moderated mediation models impacts statistical

power and type I error rate. Using a Monte Carlo simulation with a factorial design, I

systematically varied the generating models (DGPs), the magnitude of the moderated ef-

fect, sample size, type of X and moderator variable, and data analysis models to examine

their effects on the outcomes. This section discusses the implications of the findings of the

simulation, alignment with the hypotheses, and potential avenues for future research.

There were two outcomes of interest in this study: statistical power (for over-specified,

under-specified, and correctly specified models) and type I error rate (for completely misspec-

ified models) for the index of moderated mediation. Both were calculated as the proportion

of the 1,000 generated samples that had a statistically significant indexe of moderated medi-
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ation in each condition, which was the rejection rate. The rejection rate was either statistical

power or type I error rate, depending on the type of model specification. The goal was to un-

derstand which factors had the potential to increase or decrease statistical power or increase

or decrease the type I error rate in cases of complete model misspecification.

Over-specified Models For Hypothesis 1, which focused on over-specified models com-

pared to correctly specified models, the outcome was statistical power. The results showed

that model specification was a significant predictor of statistical power when the modera-

tor was continuous and when the moderator was dichotomous. Over-specified models had

lower statistical power compared to correctly specified models, fitting with the literature

that over-specifying regression models has the consequence of lower power to detect effects

(Babyak, 2004). The number of moderated paths in the analysis model also mattered, with

the power to detect a significant index of moderated mediation being lower with more mod-

erated paths. Then, as a positive check and fitting with previous research such as Fritz and

MacKinnon (2007) in the mediation literature, higher power was found in cases with higher

sample sizes. As another positive check, the magnitude of the effect size was a significant

predictor of statistical power, meaning that higher power can be expected for models with

larger effect sizes. Finally, there was no significant difference in power for continuous or

dichotomous predictor X for either the continuous or dichotomous moderator model.

Under-specified Models Model specification was again a significant predictor of sta-

tistical power, but whether under-specification had higher or lower power depended on the

specific DGP and data analysis models. Under-specification predicted either higher (continu-

ous moderator models) or lower (dichotomous moderator models) power for under-specified

models compared to correctly specified models based on the multilevel logistic regression

results. This complex finding was explored further through Table 4.3, Figure 4.3, and Fig-

ure 4.4. The mixed findings seem mostly due to the power of an under-specified analysis

model depending on the DGP. Power was slightly higher when Model 7 was used as an
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under-specification of DGP Model 8, and power was even higher when Model 14 was used as

an under-specification of DGP Model 15. This difference likely has to do with moderation of

the direct effect, and Model 14 possibly capturing some of that effect on Y in the indirect ef-

fect. Model under-specification had lower power when Model 58 was the under-specification

of DGP Model 8 or 15, similar to the lower power when Model 58 was the over-specification

of DGP Model 7 or 14. In these cases, moderation of the direct effect seemed to matter less,

and the moderation of both paths in the indirect effect led to decreased power. The mixed

results for under-specified models could also be in part due to the large amount of parameter

bias in many of these models. This parameter bias indicates that even in cases where it may

seem advantageous in terms of power to under-specify a model, it will likely result in more

biased estimates. Similar to previous results, number of moderated paths is a significant

predictor of lower statistical power. Additionally, as positive checks, higher sample sizes and

larger effect sizes were again significant predictors of higher statistical power. Finally, again,

there was no significant difference in power for continuous or dichotomous predictor X for

either the continuous or dichotomous moderator model.

Completely Misspecified Models Type I error rates were generally not overly conser-

vative, though type I error rates were higher than typically seen in the mediation literature

(Yzerbyt et al., 2018), and were more often overly liberal. These overly liberal conditions

were mainly associated with specific combinations of the DGP and data analysis model, with

the most problematic combination occurring where Model 8 was the DGP and Model 14 was

the analysis model. Model 8 has moderation on both the X to M path and the M to Y

path, so when these are constrained to zero in the data analysis model (Model 14; which

only has moderation on the M to Y path), those effects could be showing up on the one

moderated path, making the index of moderated mediation appear significant. This could

help explain the severely inflated type I error rates for this combination of DGP and analysis

model. One thing that makes this relationship unique is that it is the only case where there
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is moderation on a path predicting Y (specifically the direct effect) in the DGP, but the

data analysis model has moderation on the other path predicting Y, which is part of the

indirect effect. No other pairs of DGPs and analysis models have this distinction, so some of

the variance in Y from the moderation could be falsely accounted for in the analysis model

as part of the index of moderated mediation, pushing it to be significant. This pattern is not

seen in the reverse when Model 14 is the DGP and Model 8 is the analysis model. However,

this could still be explained by the moderated X to Y path taking on some of the effect

from the moderated M to Y path from the DGP, but it would not matter for the index of

moderated mediation so the type I error rate would not be inflated. These type I error rates

between Model 8 as the DGP and Model 14 as the analysis model were far higher than other

conditions, and this could be behind the relationships seen in the following analyses.

None of the other data analysis model and DGP combinations had such inflated type I

error rates, even when the DGP had two moderated paths while the data analysis model

only had one. This differs from the previous findings about statistical power, where the

number of moderated paths did matter. For completely misspecified models, the particular

paths that are moderated or omitted seemed more important than the number of paths. As

positive checks, the highest type I error rates happened for larger effect sizes, and smaller

sample sizes indicating that the effect size of the moderated path in the DGP and the sample

size matter to an extent. Finally, there was again no significant difference in type I error rate

for either continuous or dichotomous moderator W, or continuous or dichotomous predictor

X.

Limitations and Future Directions

While this simulation study provides insights into the effects of model specification on statis-

tical power and type I error rate in moderated mediation models, several limitations should

be acknowledged. These limitations point to potential directions for future research to fur-

ther enhance understanding of the factors affecting statistical power and type I error rates
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in moderated mediation models.

First, the simulation study focused on six specific moderated mediation models. In reality,

there are far more moderated mediation models used in research. Based on results from

the meta-analytic review, these results should cover around 85% of moderated mediation

models currently being used, but that is not all models, and more complex models such as

multi-level models were excluded. Future studies could explore a broader range of model

specifications and DGPs, including models with two different moderators such as Model

21, to assess whether the results hold across different contexts and conditions. This could

reveal additional edge cases that have drastically different results, such as the inflated type

I error rate found in the simulation where the DGP was Model 8 then Model 14 was used

for data analysis. These cases should be rare, but if more complex models are growing in

popularity now that they are available in the most recent version of the commonly used tool

PROCESS (Hayes, 2022), it is worth exploring implications for power and type I error rate

for misspecifying these models.

Additionally, another limitation is the choice of equal allocation to each level when the

predictor variables were dichotomous. As the difference in size between groups increases,

power for detecting significant moderated effects has been shown to decrease (Aguinis &

Stone-Romero, 1997). Future work could extend this to cases where allocation is unequal,

which may be more representative of dichotomous variables that are not experimentally

manipulated, where statistical power is expected to be lower (Aguinis & Stone-Romero,

1997). The predictor variables (X and W ) were also always generated independently, so

future research could examine the impacts of variable dependence.

In conclusion, while this simulation contributes insights into the effects of model spec-

ification on statistical power and type I error rate in moderated mediation models, future

research can expand on these findings by including additional model specifications and ex-

ploring unequal allocation. Future work can also be done to create easy-to-use tools such

as a Shiny app to simplify power analysis calculations for individual research projects. By
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addressing these limitations, future studies can further enhance our understanding of model

specification in moderated mediation analysis and provide more comprehensive recommenda-

tions for researchers in various fields using even more complex moderated mediation models.
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5 General Discussion

Overall, the aim of this dissertation was to understand how factors such as model specification

affect statistical power and type I error rate in moderated mediation models. I began by

introducing mediation, moderation, and moderated mediation. Next, I included a meta-

analytic review of recent articles using moderated mediation analysis. This meta-analytic

review had two main goals: to understand the contexts in which moderated mediation

analyses are used and assist in the selection of relevant sample sizes and model specifications

to explore further via a simulation study. Then, in an applied example using moral emotions

data, I explored a real-world example of how power can differ based on model specification.

In this example, a significant index of moderated mediation that was detectable in a model

with fewer paths moderated was no longer significant when the model was over-specified with

additional paths moderated. This implied a decrease in statistical power for the over-specified

model. Finally, the simulation study further explored the impacts of model specification on

power and type I error rate.

In the simulation study, the parameters used were chosen directly from the meta-analytic

review to best represent current practices. Specifically, the nine sample sizes represented the

inner deciles from the range of sample sizes found in the review, and the six moderated

mediation models collectively represented over 85% of models used in the literature based

on the meta-analytic review. Using these parameters, I found that over-specified models had

lower power than correctly specified models, and under-specified models had mixed results

for power and greater parameter bias than correctly specified models. Additionally, while

the type I error rate was for the most part not overly liberal or conservative for completely

misspecified models, a certain case of model misspecification where the data analysis model

missed moderation on the direct effect had a highly inflated rate. In this chapter, I will

discuss the results from the simulation study, informed by the meta-analytic review, and

connect it to the applied example. I will also discuss some limitations and future directions

for this dissertation work.
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Previous research has shown several factors that affect statistical power and type I error

rate in mediation and moderation analyses (e.g., Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007; McClelland &

Judd, 1993; Yzerbyt et al., 2018), but research for moderated mediation analyses is limited.

Compounding this problem, few tools exist to aid researchers in sample size planning for these

complex designs, and the two tools that do exist are limited to providing power as the output

instead of sample size (Aberson, 2019a; Zhang & Yuan, 2018). Before sample size planning

through a power analysis can be done, researchers must decide on what role each variable

will play in the model, specifying the moderated mediation model. Moderated mediation

analysis requires careful justification for where the moderation occurs in the model as part of

model specification. Model specification was hypothesized to affect statistical power and type

I error rate, and this dissertation began the work of exploring how over-specifying, under-

specifying, and completely misspecifying models can impact statistical power and type I

error rate.

5.1 Discussion of Simulation Results

This simulation aimed to investigate the effects of model specification on statistical power

and type I error rate in moderated mediation models. The results generalize to six commonly

used models, accounting for 85% of published moderated mediation analyses from the meta-

analytic review. Results pertaining to all three hypotheses are integrated in this section.

The results suggested that model specification matters for statistical power and type I

error rate, with both continuous and dichotomous moderators. Over-specifying a model lead

to decreased statistical power, indicating substantially lower power for over-specification

compared to correct model specification. This is similar to findings from Babyak (2004)

about over-specified regression models having decreased power to detect true effects that

also led to problems with replication. Under-specifying models had mixed results, with

under-specified models having higher power than correctly specified models with continuous

moderators and lower power with dichotomous moderators. Exploring these results further,
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the higher power for under-specified models was only seen when the under-specified model

omitted moderation on the direct effect, and it was only a modest difference in power. In

the rest of the cases, under-specified models had lower power, with the largest differences in

power seen when Model 58 was used for data analysis, moderating both paths in the indirect

effect instead of just one from the DGP. Under-specification is also a challenge seen in the

machine learning literature, where under-specified training models have been criticized for

their instability in real-world situations when these models are deployed (D’Amour et al.,

2022).

Relative bias was also high in under-specified models, though not an issue with over-

specified models. For under-specified models, relative bias was highest when both paths of

the indirect effect were moderated in the DGP but only Model 7 is moderated for data anal-

ysis. Relative bias was also unacceptably high where moderation was omitted on the direct

effect in the data analysis model. This fits with the structural equation modeling literature,

where model misspecification, in particular under-specification, was found to demonstrate

greater bias in a simulation study (Yang & Green, 2010). Additionally, parameter bias var-

ied depending on the size of the effect on the interaction term and sample size, with larger

effect sizes and smaller sample sizes being associated with greater parameter bias. This is

consistent with previous findings in the mediation literature, that parameter bias decreases

as sample size increases (Mackinnon, Warsi, & Dwyer, 1995), and this study extends the

finding to a wider range of sample sizes. Relative bias was was only at an acceptable level

when moderation of the X to M path was omitted, but these cases of under-specification

resulted in lower power, so there is no advantageous way to under-specify a model without

it resulting in either biased estimates, lower power, or in most cases, both. Additionally,

complete misspecification mattered for the type I error rate. When the direct effect was

moderated in the DGP (such as Model 8), then the data analysis model only allows for

moderation on the M to Y path (Model 14), type I error rate was highly inflated.

Notably, having a continuous or dichotomousX variable did not affect statistical power in
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any model, holding effect size (as measured by explained variance) and sample size constant.

This was evidenced by the non-significant results with very small effect sizes. This was incon-

sistent with findings from a highly cited simulation study that suggested power was higher

for interactions involving a dichotomous variable (McClelland & Judd, 1993). However, the

finding from my dissertation study is consistent with Coutts (2023), where the power for

moderated mediation models was not significantly affected by continuous or dichotomous

predictors. This discrepancy can be attributed to the variances of the variables generated

for the simulation. Dichotomous variables were coded as -1, 1, which has a variance of 1

with equal allocation. However, the variance for the continuous variable in McClelland and

Judd (1993) was set to 0.5, whereas I set the variance to 1 in this dissertation study. When

the variances of both variables are the same, there is no difference in power for dichotomous

or continuous predictors. While there is no power benefit to using dichotomous predictors,

there are still benefits to experimental manipulation which often results in a dichotomous

predictor variable, such as the elimination of measurement error through the manipulation

and establishing temporal precedence (Judd & Kenny, 2010). There is also still good reason

to never dichotomize continuous variables (Royston, Altman, & Sauerbrei, 2006), including

the reduced power to detect interactions involving a dichotomized variable (Durand, 2013).

As a positive check for the simulation results, and consistent with previous research,

power was higher at higher sample sizes. This was found across all analyses of over-specified

models and under-specified models. Based on how statistical power is defined, as sample

size increases, statistical power should increase as well (J. Cohen, 1969). However, specific

differences between individual sequentially coded sample sizes were not always significant.

The power curves demonstrated diminishing returns, with the rate of increase in power

becoming less pronounced at larger sample sizes, fitting with how power curves generally

function with diminishing returns at higher sample sizes, to the point where an ethics paper

was written arguing that often participant burden too costly to go from 80% power to 90%

power (Bacchetti, Wolf, Segal, & McCulloch, 2005). Type I error rate was also higher overall
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for higher sample sizes from the Wald test, fitting with findings from Ma and Zeng (2014).

Ma and Zeng (2014) explored power and type I error rates in multiple mediator models, and

found higher type I error rates with sample sizes of 500 compared to 200, in addition to 200

compared to 100. In this dissertation simulation, at sample sizes higher than 200, the type

I error rate levels out around .05. However, the result of the lowest type I error rate in the

smallest sample size condition is consistent.

As another positive check, and again consistent with previous research, effect size was a

consistent predictor of both power and type I error rate. Effect size goes into the calculation

of statistical power (J. Cohen, 1988). From this simulation, the effect size of the interaction

term was a significant predictor of statistical power, with larger effect sizes associated with

higher power. Aguinis et al. (2005) found in a review of effect sizes over 30 years that effect

sizes reported in the published literature with categorical moderators increased over time,

which means studies should on average be trending towards higher power. The finding about

type I error rate being higher at higher effect sizes is also consistent with reported results

in mediation analysis, where type I error was higher when one of the paths in the indirect

effect was higher and the other zero, for it to be a type I error (Yzerbyt et al., 2018). In

this simulation, for example, the type I error rate was .083 for a large interaction effect and

.051 for a small interaction effect. This result was specific to the DGP being Model 7 and

Model 14 being used as the data analysis model, with all continuous variables, at a sample

size of 300, but is an example of the general pattern of type I error rate being higher at

higher amounts of variance explained by the interaction. These results as a whole confirm

that researchers should still consider both sample size and effect size when designing studies,

including when using moderated mediation models.

5.1.1 Support for Simulation Hypotheses

In summary, most hypotheses were supported. Hypothesis 1a was supported, with over-

specified models having lower power than correctly specified models. This was seen most
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drastically when Models 58 and 59 were used as over-specified data analysis models. Hypoth-

esis 1b was also supported, with additional moderated paths predicting lower power as well.

Hypothesis 2a had mixed support. Model specification for under-specified models had either

higher or lower power than correctly specified models, depending on the combination of DGP

and which model was used for data analysis. Hypothesis 2b was supported, with parameter

bias indeed being higher for under-specified models. For Hypothesis 3a, up to 13.31% of

tests had inflated type I error rate (Serlin, 2000), and one case of complete misspecification

reached type I error rates of nearly .50, offering partial support for this hypothesis that type

I error rate is increased for completely misspecified models. Hypothesis 3b was also sup-

ported, with the number of moderated paths in the analysis model significantly predicting a

higher type I error rate. Both Hypothesis 3a and 3b are largely due to misspecification of a

model by including moderation on the M to Y path but omitting moderation of the direct

effect found in the DGP.

5.2 Connecting the Applied Example

The goal of the simulation study was to investigate the effects of over-specifying, under-

specifying, or completely misspecifying a moderated mediation model. One of the main

findings was that over-specifying a moderated mediation model can lead to decreased power

to detect a significant index of moderated mediation. The applied example used real data

to illustrate this, showing what could potentially happen by over-specifying a moderated

mediation model using moral emotions data. This was hypothesized to potentially obscure

important findings in over-specified analysis models based on results from the simulation

study showing that over-specified models have lower statistical power compared to correctly

specified models.

The findings from the “correctly” specified model (Model 7) revealed a significant index

of moderated mediation, theoretically indicating that the indirect effect of age on disclosure

through repair was moderated by empathy. The results showed significant effects of age on
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repair, empathy on repair, and an interaction effect between age and empathy on repair.

Additionally, there were significant effects of repair on disclosure and age on disclosure. The

conditional indirect effect of age on disclosure through repair was significant when empathy

was absent but not significant when empathy was present in the narrative. In contrast,

the over-specified model (Model 59), where empathy moderated all paths, did not yield a

significant index of moderated mediation. While the effects of age, repair, and the interaction

between age and empathy on repair were consistent with Model 7, there was no significant

effect of empathy on disclosure or significant interactions between age and empathy or repair

and empathy on disclosure. Consequently, there was no evidence of moderated mediation in

this over-specified model.

While this applied example highlights the importance of correctly specifying a moderated

mediation model in an anecdotal form, the results from the simulation study justify that over-

specification may be a major issue as hypothesized in terms of statistical power. As seen in

the applied example, over-specifying the model by including unnecessary moderator variables

can lead to non-significant or spurious findings, potentially obscuring the true relationships

among variables. In the applied example, the over-specified model failed to capture the

significant moderated mediation effect observed in the “correctly” specified model where one

path was moderated. For this reason, and to a greater degree for the reason of simply having

a correctly specified model for the sake of reporting correct results, researchers should use

caution when deciding which paths to moderate and provide strong justifications for each

moderation effect included in the model.

These findings, when held together, underscore the need for researchers to consider the

theoretical rationale behind their model specifications and not over-specify a model without

good reason. The applied example focused on demonstrating a possible consequence of

over-specification, highlighting the need to establish clear justifications for each path in a

moderated mediation model. The inclusion of moderation effects should be guided by theory

and empirical evidence rather than a desire to avoid missing potentially relevant effects in
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any case.

In conclusion, this applied example demonstrated the potential consequences from the

simulation study of over-specifying a moderated mediation model using moral emotions data.

The findings emphasized the importance of correctly specifying the model and providing

justifications for moderation effects, because there are risks to power and type I error rates

associated with over-specifying, under-specifying, and in certain cases, completely misspec-

ifying models. Researchers should exercise caution when deciding which paths to moderate

and avoid including unnecessary moderation effects that lack strong theoretical grounding

or other valid reasoning. Model specification matters for the validity and interpretability of

research findings in moderated mediation analyses.

5.3 Summary

This dissertation aimed to provide insights into the effects of model specification on statistical

power and type I error rate in moderated mediation models. Over-specified models had lower

power compared to correctly specified models, as demonstrated in the applied example.

Under-specified models had mixed results depending on the DGP, in addition to higher

parameter bias than correctly specified models. The cost of over-specifying a model is the

loss of power, which must be weighed relative to the cost of under-specifying a model, which is

riskier in terms of getting an accurate parameter estimate and could also lead to lower power.

While one possible solution is to over-specify models and recruit enough participants to still

have high power, there are ethical concerns in terms of participant burden (Bacchetti et al.,

2005), and there can be other resource limitations preventing larger sample sizes (Lakens,

2022). Completely misspecified models tended to have reasonable type I error rates, except

where the direct effect was moderated in the DGP but not in the data analysis model, which

moderated the path between the mediator and the outcome instead, possibly because the

moderation of the direct effect was misattributed to the indirect effect. The riskiest form

of complete misspecification for type I error rate happened when moderation of the direct
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effect was omitted in the data analysis, and instead moderation was incorrectly specified on

the path between the mediator and the outcome. Based on the results from complete model

misspecification, and since over-specified models tend to have acceptable levels of parameter

bias, choosing to potentially over-specify a model to include moderation on the direct effect

might be worth the risk of lower power to avoid a highly inflated risk of making a type I

error.

The findings from this dissertation highlight the importance of model specification for

moderated mediation analyses. The risk of over-specification is decreased power, as including

unnecessary moderated paths can decrease statistical power and obscure meaningful effects.

The risk of under-specification is unacceptable levels of parameter bias for most under-

specifications, and often also lower power. Taken together, these findings indicate that there

is no possible way increase statistical power without an unacceptable level of bias by over-

or under-specifying a model. The risk of complete misspecification, aside from having no

chance of finding a true effect, is a possible inflated type I error rate depending on the analysis

model in comparison to the DGP. In other words, when models are completely misspecified,

correct conclusions cannot be drawn, though these complete misspecifications generally do

not lead to inflated type I error rates except in one case detected in the simulation study.

That case, where the DGP moderated the direct effect and the analysis only moderated the

M to Y path, is suggestive of issues of confounding between moderation of the direct path

compared to the M to Y path as part of the indirect effect. The dissertation emphasized the

role of properly specifying a model in sample size planning for adequate power in moderated

mediation models.

While this dissertation contributes novel findings, some limitations should be acknowl-

edged. The analysis focused on a specific set of model specifications, limiting how these

findings can generalize to other types of moderated mediation models, and in particular

more complex models including structural equation models. Future research could explore

a broader range of model specifications to assess the robustness of the findings. This study
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also focused on observed variable systems only. Many psychological variables of interest

are more complex, and cannot easily be modeled using a single score for each participant

on each variable. However, while acknowledging that this is not an exact measurement of

the difference, over 85% (343) of the analyses from the meta-analytic review used regression,

meaning these results should apply to the majority of moderated mediation analyses. Future

research could explore differences in power and type I error rate in structural equation mod-

eling contexts, especially given the increasing popularity of SEM in positive psychological

research (van Zyl & ten Klooster, 2022), and the field of psychological science as a whole.

Overall, recently published moderated mediation analyses from the literature review

tended to have sufficient sample sizes to detect large moderated effects, but larger sample

sizes are generally needed to detect the small (and even medium) effects typically seen with

interactions (Aguinis et al., 2005). Table 5.1 gives the required sample size for 80% power

(within 0.1%) for each model for the effect sizes of the interaction used in this simulation

study: small (.10), medium (.17), and large (.22). All paths in the mediation model set to

.26, which an effect between small and medium (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007) according to

Cohen’s guidelines (J. Cohen, 1988). The meta-analytic literature review did not collect any

information about effect size, but the proportion of analyses using each analysis model that

would have 80% power in each case is also shown in Table 5.1.

Model 7 Model 8 Model 14 Model 15 Model 58 Model 59
Effect Size
Small 549 549 532 553 775 778

.22 .25 .19 .08 .23 .25

Medium 207 206 194 190 265 268
.64 .69 .72 .67 .54 .58

Large 152 142 138 131 164 165
.84 .79 .84 .92 .85 .77

Table 5.1: Sample sizes required for 80% power by moderated mediation model and effect
size (top number in each cell), along with proportion of analyses with that sample size or
greater from the meta-analytic review by model (bottom number in each cell).
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To make these results more applicable, tools should continue to be developed for power

analysis for moderated mediation models. Tools are helpful for sample size planning, but

the current tools for power analysis for moderated mediation are limited to Models 7, 8,

14, and 15 in the R package ‘pwr2ppl’, plus Model 58 using WebPower. While these tools

cover most of the commonly used moderated mediation models found in the meta-analytic

review, both tools are limited to output power given sample size, when practically it would

be more useful to have a sample size as the output for a desired level of power. Future

tools can be developed or enhanced to facilitate sample size planning for individual research

contexts using moderated mediation models, with the added emphasis from this dissertation

that assuming correct model specification is very important.

In conclusion, while this dissertation study highlights the importance of model specifica-

tion in moderated mediation analysis, future research should continue to focus on providing

comprehensive guidelines and tools for researchers. I hope that this dissertation formed a

start to this work and that it is applicable for researchers, especially because the parameters

included in this study were informed by current practices in the field. By focusing on properly

specifying moderated mediation models, researchers can better navigate the complexities of

these models and improve their chances of finding the effects that truly exist.
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6 Appendix

Figure 6.1: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a con-
tinuous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect size of
the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome of power
is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model specification by
color (grey for correct specification; pink for over-specification) and analysis model (shape).
For clarity, figure is shown for dichotomous X only.
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Figure 6.2: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a di-
chotomous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect
size of the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome
of power is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model
specification by color (grey for correct specification; pink for over-specification) and analysis
model (shape). For clarity, figure is shown for dichotomous X only.
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Figure 6.3: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a con-
tinuous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect size of
the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome of power
is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model specification by
color (grey for correct specification; teal for under-specification) and analysis model (shape).
For clarity, figure is shown for dichotomous X only.
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Figure 6.4: Figure displaying statistical power for moderated mediation models with a di-
chotomous moderator. The columns represent the DGP, and the rows represent effect
size of the interaction(s). Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the outcome
of power is displayed on the vertical axis. The results are split up by size of the model spec-
ification by color (grey for correct specification; teal for under-specification) and analysis
model (shape). For clarity, figure is shown for dichotomous X only.
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Figure 6.5: Figure displaying type I error rate for moderated mediation models. The columns
represent the data analysis model. Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and type
I error rate on the vertical axis. Results are split up by size of the interaction effect (rows)
and analysis model (color). For clarity, figure is shown for dichotomous X only.
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Figure 6.6: Figure displaying type I error rate for moderated mediation models. The columns
represent the data analysis model. Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and type
I error rate on the vertical axis. Results are split up by size of the interaction effect (rows)
and analysis model (color). For clarity, figure is shown for continuous W only.
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Figure 6.7: Figure displaying type I error rate for moderated mediation models. The columns
represent the data analysis model. Sample size is displayed on the horizontal axis, and type
I error rate on the vertical axis. Results are split up by size of the interaction effect (rows)
and analysis model (color). For clarity, figure is shown for dichotomous W only.
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Analysis Model Analysis Model
Sample Size DGP Model 7 Model 8 DGP Model 14 Model 15
100 14 .043 .045 7 .031 .030

15 .034 .040 8 .073 .037

150 14 .047 .046 7 .036 .031
15 .032 .034 8 .068 .039

200 14 .047 .050 7 .055 .055
15 .054 .056 8 .123 .052

250 14 .034 .035 7 .054 .055
15 .054 .061 8 .141 .059

300 14 .055 .055 7 .083 .084
15 .050 .051 8 .163 .049

400 14 .054 .054 7 .052 .050
15 .053 .053 8 .187 .050

500 14 .061 .061 7 .058 .059
15 .046 .046 8 .238 .047

750 14 .049 .049 7 .058 .064
15 .049 .049 8 .309 .056

1,000 14 .054 .054 7 .056 .055
15 .037 .037 8 .410 .051

Table 6.1: Type I error rate by sample size. The columns represent the data analysis model,
and the DGP is listed in the row. Only Models 14 and 15 were complete specifications for
both Models 7 and 8, and only Models 7 and 8 were complete specifications for both Models
14 and 15. Type I error rates in the table are shown only for small effects with continuous
X and continuous W . Type I error rates exceeding criteria set by Serlin (2000) are in italics
and rates exceeding criteria set by Bradley (1978) are in bold.
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Analysis Model Analysis Model
Sample Size DGP Model 7 Model 8 DGP Model 14 Model 15
100 14 .045 .045 7 .030 .039

15 .033 .040 8 .063 .035

150 14 .034 .033 7 .043 .048
15 .042 .043 8 .079 .036

200 14 .054 .050 7 .055 .056
15 .040 .041 8 .093 .053

250 14 .063 .061 7 .046 .051
15 .049 .053 8 .109 .056

300 14 .058 .058 7 .052 .053
15 .056 .058 8 .122 .054

400 14 .072 .075 7 .040 .050
15 .066 .066 8 .136 .050

500 14 .056 .056 7 .045 .048
15 .057 .057 8 .170 .042

750 14 .045 .045 7 .062 .055
15 .045 .045 8 .204 .056

1,000 14 .051 .051 7 .060 .062
15 .052 .052 8 .289 .063

Table 6.2: Type I error rate by sample size. The columns represent the data analysis model,
and the DGP is listed in the row. Only Models 14 and 15 were complete specifications for
both Models 7 and 8, and only Models 7 and 8 were complete specifications for both Models
14 and 15. Type I error rates in the table are shown only for large effects with continuous
X and continuous W . Type I error rates exceeding criteria set by Serlin (2000) are in italics
and rates exceeding criteria set by Bradley (1978) are in bold.
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